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MINI GRIDS BY THE NUMBERS
Where We Are Today
47 million people connected to 19,000 mini grids, mostly hydro and diesel-powered, at an investment
cost of $28 billion. Plus: 7,500 mini grids planned, mostly in Africa, mostly solar-hybrid, connecting
more than 27 million people at an investment cost of $12 billion.

Where We Want to Be to Reach Universal Access by 2030
490 million people served at least cost by 210,000 mini grids, mostly solar-hybrids, requiring an
billion.

investment of $220

10 Building Blocks need to be addressed in countries to deploy mini grids at scale: (i) solarhybrid technology and costing, (ii) geospatial portfolio planning, (iii) income-generating uses of electricity,
(iv) community engagement, (v) local and international industry, (vi) access to finance, (vii) training and
skills-building, (viii) institutional framework, (ix) workable regulations, and (x) enabling business environments.
Regional Trends

from ESMAP’s database of more than 26,000 mini grid projects in 134 countries

INSTALLED

(Mostly 1st and 2nd
generation mini grids)i

1,500
6,900

Africa

East Asia &
		 Pacific

1,100

OECD &
		 Central Asia

9,300
300

South Asia
Other

PLANNED

(Mostly 3rd generation
mini grids)i

4,000
900

Africa

East Asia &
		 Pacific

200	OECD &

Central Asia

2,200
200

South Asia
Other

Current Financing
$28 billion—Cumulative global investment
in mini grids to date
$5 billion—Cumulative global investment in
Africa and South Asia in mini grids to date
$1.3 billion—Development Partners committed

including AFD, AfDB, DfiD, Islamic Development
Bank, GIZ and WB

$660 million—World Bank commitment to
mini grids in 33 countries through 2025
$259 million—Private-sector investment in
mini grid developers in low-income countries
since 2013
25%—Average World Bank share of total mini

grid investment (government, development
partners, and private sector) in client countries

Top 5 Countries . . .
INSTALLED

PLANNED

4,980
3,988
2,800
1,519
1,184

1,905
1,217
879
506
301

(Mostly 1st and 2nd
generation mini grids)i

Afghanistan
Myanmar
India
Nepal
China

(Mostly 3rd generation
mini grids)i

India
Senegal
Nigeria
Indonesia
Tanzania

Top 3 Private-Sector Developers

by number of mini grids
1.	
PowerGen (7 countries in Africa) > 100 mini grids
2. OMC (India) 99
3. Husk Power (India) 45

Top 3 Utilities by number of mini grids
1. NPC-SPUG (Philippines) 750
2. RAO (Russia) 500
3. JIRAMA (Madagascar) 96
Private-Sector Opportunity
$3.3 billion Annual profit potential for developers for
mini grids deployed between 2019–2030

$4.7 billion Net profit potential across all mini grid
component and service suppliers in 2030 alone

i. A detailed discussion of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd generation mini grids is provided in the “Where Mini Grids Fit in the Electricity Sector” section.
Sources and underlying analysis for the figures above are presented throughout the book.
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MINI GRIDS BY THE NUMBERS, continued

Cost of SolarHybrid Mini Grid
Today . . .
$3,908/kW

. . . and by 2030
<$3,000/kW

Cost of Unsubsidized
Solar-Hybrid Mini Grid
Electricity (LCOE) . . .
$0.55/kWh

$690/kWp

$140/kWp

$0.42/kWh with income-

$598/kWh

$62/kWh

$264/kW

$58/KW

Total Capital Expense

Solar PV Module
Lithium-ion Batteries

PV Inverter

Income Generating Machinery
< 12 months payback period

for more than 30 income-generating machines
and other equipment available today

$1.3 billion microfinance for
1.1 million machines and other
equipment connected to 3rd generation
mini grids in 2030

baseline today

generating machines to
achieve 40% load factor

. . . Compared with
Utilities in Africa
$0.27/kWh average

across 39 utilities

2 of 39 utilities with
cost-recovery tariffs

$0.22/kWh with incomegenerating machines &
expected 2030 costs

3rd Generation Mini Grid Service . . .
97% Uptime
Tier 4–5 Access
84/100 Customer Satisfaction Rate
. . . Compared with Typical Utilities
40–50% Uptime
Tier 3–4 Access
41/100 Customer Satisfaction Rate

Environmental Impact by 2030
10–15 GW Solar PV installed by 2030
50–110 GWh Batteries mostly lithium-ion
60% Energy Savings from energy

Typical 3rd Generation Mini Grid
0.5–1.0 million US$ investment
200–800 Clients connected
800–4,000 People receiving electricity for

1.5 billion Tons of CO2 emissions avoided

50–100 kWp Solar PV installed
200–500 kWh Batteries installed

efficient appliances

the first time

Definition of a Mini Grid
Mini grids are electric power generation and distribution systems that provide electricity to just a few customers in a remote settlement or bring power to hundreds of thousands of customers in a town or city. They can
be fully isolated from the main grid or connected to it but able to intentionally isolate (“island”) themselves from the grid.
Mini grids supply power to households, businesses, public institutions, and anchor clients, such as telecom towers and
large agricultural processing facilities. They are designed to provide high-quality, reliable electricity. A new, third generation”of mini grids has recently emerged, which are solar-hybrids, incorporate the latest technologies such as smart
meters and remote monitoring systems, and are typically designed to interconnect with the main grid. The “Where Mini
Grids Fit in the Electricity Sector” section provides a detailed description of 3rd generation mini grids.
To be considered in our analysis in the context of this report, a mini grid had to serve multiple customers.
Electricity systems that service a single hospital, industrial facility, military base, university campus, mine, or other
single entity, were therefore not considered mini grids. We also do not define mini grids in terms of size, although in
our detailed analysis of mini grid costs and in our global database of over 26,000 mini grid projects, the vast majority
(over 99 percent) ranged from a few kW to several MW in installed capacity.
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MAIN FINDINGS

According to the latest Tracking SDG7: The Energy Progress Report, progress toward achieving universal access to electricity has been promising (World Bank and others 2019). In 2017, the global electrification
rate reached 89 percent, with the number of people without access dropping to around 840 million—compared
with around 1 billion people in 2016 and 1.2 billion in 2010. Despite this progress, under current policies, an
estimated 650 million people—or 8 percent of the global population—will still lack access
to electricity in 2030; 9 out of 10 of them will be in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Reaching the remaining unserved people, including those connected to frail and overburdened urban
grids, as well as displaced people and those in hard-to-reach locations, will require strong policies,
increased private financing, and comprehensive electrification planning. Tracking SDG7: The Energy
Progress Report shows that countries with a comprehensive approach to planning—which consists of main grid
extensions, mini grids, and solar home systems—have achieved the fastest results in electricity access (World
Bank and others 2019). Countries with the fastest gains in electrification between 2010 and 2018 include Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, Kenya, Myanmar, Nepal, Rwanda, and Tanzania.
Compared with the main grid and solar home systems, mini grids are a more viable solution for off-grid
areas with high population density and demand. Extending the main grid to serve remote communities that
consume a limited number of kilowatt-hours (kWh) per month is prohibitively costly in most cases. Meanwhile,
solar home systems are ideal for areas with low population density and low demand. Mini grids are generally
the most economically viable option for servicing areas that are too expensive for the main grid to reach in a
timely manner but have high enough demand and population density to support commercial viability.
At the same time, mini grids have grown from a niche solution to being deployed widely. The World
Bank’s Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP) has developed a database of more than
26,000 installed and planned mini grid projects around the world. Globally, at least 19,000 mini grids are already
installed in 134 countries and territories, representing a total investment of $28 billion, providing electricity to
around 47 million people. Most of these mini grids are diesel-fueled, followed by hydro-powered and solar-hybrid
systems. Between 2014 and 2018, twice as many solar-hybrid mini grids were built compared with the period
between 2009 and 2013. In Africa and South Asia only, however, the investment figure drops to $5 billion for
11,000 mini grids covering 31 million people. Another 7,500+ mini grids are planned to go online over the next
couple of years, mostly in Africa, connecting more than 27 million people for an investment cost of $12 billion.
These planned systems show a significant shift from diesel to solar-hybrid systems using the latest technologies.
Asia has the most mini grids installed, but Africa has the largest share of planned mini grids. The
ESMAP database of mini grid projects around the world indicates that Asia—including South Asia, East Asia,
and the Pacific—has a combined total of more than 16,000 installed mini grids, representing 85 percent of the
global total. The majority (61 percent) of the installed mini grids in Asia are in just three countries: Afghanistan
(4,980), Myanmar (3,988), and India (2,800). Estimates show, however, that mini grid deployment will grow predominantly in Africa. Currently, more than 4,000 mini grids are being planned for development in Africa, repre-
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senting more than half (54 percent) of the total 7,507 planned mini grids globally. More than half of the planned
mini grids in Africa will be developed in Senegal (1,217) and Nigeria (879).1
Over the past decade, mini grid capital costs have been declining and are expected to continue a
downward trend through 2030. At the same time, the quality of service has increased dramatically. The
costs of key mini grid components, such as solar panels, inverters, batteries, and smart meters, have decreased
by 62–85 percent as a result of innovations and economies of scale in utility-scale solar projects, the booming
rooftop solar industry, and the growing electric vehicle market. A detailed ESMAP survey of mini grids in Africa
and Asia presented in this book has shown how this has brought capital costs down from more than $8,000 per
kilowatt of firm power output (kWfirm)ii in 2010 to $3,900/kWfirm in 2018. ESMAP analysis further indicates that if
costs continue to decline—and optimistic though not naive assumptions indicate that this will be the case—the
upfront investment cost of solar and solar-hybrid mini grids could drop below $3,000/kWfirm by 2030. Other
mini grids based on renewable energy have seen cost reductions as well, however not as dramatically as the
solar-battery–based systems. Furthermore, with the
market potential for these solar systems signifiFalling costs, new technologies and favorable
cantly less restricted by the location of the available
enabling environments have made mini grids
resources—such as hydro or wind—it is expected
an option to connect 490 million people.
that most new mini grids will be based on solar.
As a result of declining capital costs and increased load factor, the per-kWh cost of mini grid electricity is on pace to decrease by two-thirds by 2030. ESMAP modeling presented in this book indicates that
a well-designed solar-battery-diesel hybrid mini grid serving more than 1,500 people has a levelized cost of
energy (LCOE) of about $0.55/kWh when it serves household customers, giving it a load factor of about 22
percent. As the cost of efficient income-generating machines and equipment decreases and developers
increase demand for income-generating uses of electricity during the daytime, mini grids can increase their load
factor to more than 40 percent. When combined with reducing soft costs by using remote-controlled management systems and smart meters as well as geospatial portfolio planning tools, which reduce pre-site preparation
costs by an order of magnitude from around $30,000 per site to $2,300, the LCOE of these “third-generation”
mini grids can be reduced by up to 25 percent ($0.41/kWh) by 2020. If component costs also decline as
expected, ESMAP analysis suggests that the LCOE could fall by 60–70 percent to around $0.20/kWh by 2030.
Leading developers are now leveraging transformative technologies and economic trends to build
third-generation mini grids with the potential to provide high-quality, affordable electricity at unprecedented scale. A typical third-generation mini grid consists of a solar-hybrid generation system that includes
solar panels, batteries, charge controllers, inverters, and diesel backup generators. These mini grids typically
use smart, remotely controlled electricity meters that allow customers to prepay for their electricity in a pay-asyou-go (PAYG) model. They use remote monitoring systems to manage the status of the system in real time
from a distance. They have also integrated partnership programs throughout the lifecycle of the mini grid that
stimulate the local economic development of their clients, and do this in collaboration with suppliers of energy-efficient appliances as well as microfinance providers. Research shows that the uptimes of third-generation
mini grids often exceed 97 percent—less than 2 weeks of scheduled maintenance per year. This performance
is significantly better than previous generations of mini grids and most utilities across Sub-Saharan Africa.
The combination of falling costs, new technologies, and favorable enabling environments has made
third-generation mini grids an option to connect 490 million people, complementing grid extension and
solar home systems to reach universal electrification by 2030. Factoring in the current deficit of 840 million
ii. Firm power output means that the peak load for which the system was designed can be supplied by the mini grid any second of the day
throughout the year. In solar-hybrid mini grids, firm power output is the sum of the generator and battery inverter kW capacity. For a more
detailed description of this metric and the rationale for using it, please see chapter 3 of the main book.
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people without access to electricity, population growth, and current approaches to electrification, around 1.2
billion people would need to be connected to electricity by 2030. ESMAP analysis, building on estimates from
the 2019 Tracking SDG7: The Energy Progress Report (World Bank and others 2019) and the International
Energy Agency (IEA 2017), shows that 490 million people could be connected to mini grids by 2030. The same
analysis shows that this connectivity is complemented by main grid extensions and solar home systems.
Third-generation mini grids can promote inclusive growth in remote rural areas through income-generating uses of electricity to support economic activities. Modern mini grids are designed to enable payback
periods of less than 12 months for more than 30 income-generating machines and other equipment available
today. As such, they result in win-win scenarios that improve the financial viability of developers as well as
create jobs and enhance livelihoods in communities. However, approximately $1.3 billion in microfinance for
1.1 million appliances is needed, assuming five productive-use appliances per mini grid for 210,000 mini grids
at an average cost of $1,200 per appliance.
Third-generation mini grids also support electric cooking, an often-neglected application of mini grid
electricity that also offers an opportunity to capture an existing household expenditure. Households
switching to mini grid–powered electric cooking save money compared with traditional methods: cooking with a
mini grid–powered induction stove costs $0.18–$0.98 per person per day, often making it cheaper than traditional
wood-fired and charcoal-fired stoves, which can cost up to $0.37 and $0.45 per person per day, respectively
(Couture and others 2016). Electric cooking also presents developers with a valuable opportunity to increase
their load factor and boost their revenue. While peak loading is a major issue for electric cooking on mini grids,
a variety of time-shifting techniques can decouple electricity demand from supply, such as household battery
storage. ESMAP is collaborating with Loughborough University and its partners on a new United Kingdom
Department for International Development (DfID)-funded Modern Energy Cooking Services program that aims to
take advantage of the opportunities for, and address the challenges of, mini grid–powered electric cooking.
Third-generation solar mini grids can result in significant positive environmental impacts. It is estimated
that by 2030, 10–15 gigawatts (GW) of solar photovoltaic (PV) could be installed using 50–110 gigawatt-hours
(GWh) of mostly lithium-ion batteries. In addition, these systems are designed based on introducing energyefficient appliances when the end users acquire their first electric machinery, which require 60 percent less
energy compared with the same appliances five years ago. These combined efforts would result in 1.5 billion
tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions avoided.
Connecting 490 million people to mini grids by 2030 will
require more than 210,000 mini grids and almost $220
billion in investment. While investment in mini grids has been
increasing over the past decade, it is not enough to enable a
significant scale-up to close the electricity access gap by 2030.
ESMAP research presented in this book shows that reaching universal access to electricity will require a two-order-of-magnitude increase in the number of mini grids
deployed in each of the top-20 electricity access-deficit countries, on a per-country, per-year basis: from 10–50
deployed annually today, to more than 1,500 deployed in each of the highest energy access deficit countries
annually by 2030.

Connecting half a billion people to
mini grids by 2030 requires more
than 210,000 mini grids and almost
$220 billion in investments.

The mini grid industry offers significant profit potential to mini grid developers and suppliers. In wellestablished markets where a combination of private and public funding is available, ESMAP analysis presented
in this book indicates that the profit potential for private-sector companies across the third-generation mini grid
supply chain is expected to increase dramatically over the next decade, approaching $25 billion of cumulative profits by 2030 based on today’s corporate margins, with the largest proportions attributable to solar and
storage providers. This estimated profit margin was derived by analyzing component cost projections from
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reputable market research firms, estimating total equipment spending for the forecasted number of mini grids,
and using audited financial statements from half a dozen mini grid companies. The estimated profit implies that
more value may be at stake as companies use economies of scale to drive down costs with the expanding mini
grid sector. For developers, ESMAP projects an annual profit in excess of $3 billion by 2030, which was derived
by assessing current and projected tariffs and the levelized costs of electricity, as well as analyzing the audited
financial statements. For the private sector to accelerate its investment in mini grids, sufficient profit margin is
needed along the full value chain.
As a result of the profit potential for mini grid developers and suppliers, significant opportunities for
partnerships between local and international firms exist across the mini grid industry value chain. Local
entities are best positioned to focus on the aspects of the value chain that require knowledge of local rules and
regulations or require coordination with the customer being served by the mini grid; international companies are
best suited to perform tasks that can be replicated across geographic boundaries. Partnerships between local
and international firms can stimulate value creation, as borne out by recent partnership agreements between
Caterpillar and PowerHive in Africa, ABB and Husk Power in India, Mitsui and OMC in India, ENGIE and Mandalay Yoma Energy in Myanmar, and Schneider Electric and both EM-ONE and GVE in Nigeria.
At the same time, experience shows that reaching universal access requires public funding—even in
private-sector–led programs—to overcome the gap between the cost of reaching the remote areas
and the affordability level of these clients. Governments and development partners recognize this and are
developing comprehensive support packages that include subsidies to attract private investment. The packages
provide an incentive for delivering electricity services to the end user, while at the same time allowing for
reasonable profit margin to attract the private sector to enter the market.
Performance-based grants for mini grids are often less than the implicit or explicit subsidy that the
main grid receives. A performance-based grant equivalent to 40 percent of a developer’s connection costs
would enable a developer to charge customers a tariff that was 11–22 percent less than its unsubsidized LCOE.
Meanwhile, a survey of 39 national utility companies in Africa showed that utilities received explicit or implicit
subsidies that enabled them to sell electricity at prices that were on average 41 percent—and up to 80 percent—
less than the utilities’ unsubsidized LCOE (Trimble and others, 2014; Kojima and Trimble, 2016). This would indicate that many national utilities in Africa receive implicit subsidies that are more than 40 percent of their
connection costs. With national utility connection costs often exceeding $2,000 in rural areas (Trimble and
others 2014; Blimpo and Cosgrove-Davies 2019), the implicit subsidy they receive is therefore likely greater than
$800 per connection. Meanwhile, ESMAP research found
Performance-based grants for mini grids that mini grid connection costs ranged from around $1,000
are often less than the implicit or explicit or less to just over $2,100, so a performance-based grant
equivalent to 40 percent of the connection cost would
subsidy that the main grid receives.
represent about $400–$900 per connection.
To support the deployment of mini grids as one of the key strategies to reach universal access to
electricity, development partners, including the World Bank, have committed more than $1.3 billion to
mini grids over the next several years. This investment is just for mini grids and does not include funding
for technical assistance and research. Six organizations have investment commitments for mini grids that total
more than $100 million: Agence Française de Développement (AFD); the African Development Bank (AfDB);
DfID; Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ); the Islamic Development Bank; and
the World Bank.
The World Bank’s investment commitment in mini grids spans 37 projects in 33 countries, with a total
commitment of more than $660 million. Of these projects, 29 have been approved by the World Bank’s
board, totaling $636 million across 25 countries. This investment is expected to leverage an additional $1.1
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billion in cofinancing from the private sector, governments, and development partners and to catalyze mini grid
development at scale. In addition, in each of the 33 countries in its portfolio, the World Bank’s financial commitment to mini grids represents on average 25 percent of all current and planned investment in mini grids from
governments, development partners, and the private sector. ESMAP also established a Global Facility on Mini
Grids (GFMG), with core support from the government of the United Kingdom, to advance this portfolio and
further mainstream mini grid programs into World Bank operations and national electrification programs, as well
as to support the development and dissemination of knowledge and learning on mini grids. The GFMG also
hosts annual Action Learning Events to share and exchange the latest developments across the industry.
National utilities can benefit from third-generation mini grids, as they can pave the way for more financially
viable future grid expansion. Third-generation mini grids are typically designed to interconnect with the main grid,
which allows for load balancing as well as transmission and distribution support at the end of the line. They also
promote income-generating uses of electricity and create local economic development. As a result, once the main
grid arrives, significant demand for electricity already exists, and customers have a greater ability to pay, increasing the economic viability of the main grid’s extension. New regulations give developers options for what happens
when the main grid arrives, while cost reductions in mini grid components enable developers to build grid-interconnection–ready systems while keeping tariffs at affordable levels.
Even though these regulations exist, they are adopted in only a
National utilities can benefit from
handful of countries so far. Nigeria is one of the frontier countries;
third-generation mini grids, as they
the regulator has adopted one of the most comprehensive sets of
can pave the way for more financially mini grid regulations in Africa covering issues like licensing, retail
viable future grid expansion.
tariff setting, and what happens when the main grid arrives.
Hybridizing existing diesel-powered mini grids owned by national utilities or the private sector represents
an additional multibillion-dollar market opportunity. ESMAP estimates the installed capacity of the theoretical
diesel mini grid market at 1.6–4.6 GW. Using an estimate of $5,100/kW for the investment costs of hybridizing
diesel-fired mini grids, based on the actual costs of hybridizing diesel-fired mini grids in Kenya (Carbon Africa
Limited and others 2015), the global market opportunity for hybridizing diesel mini grids is $8–$23 billion.
Third-generation mini grids can also promote resilience in the face of increasing disruptions from
climate change and natural disasters by providing reliable electricity to critical infrastructure as well
as households and businesses. In Puerto Rico, for example, hospitals, schools, and municipal buildings like
police stations—as well as 1.5 million people—lost power for months following Hurricane Maria. Puerto Rican
authorities quickly developed a strategy to build solar-based mini grids around the country, in an effort to resupply electricity to critical infrastructure, while at the same time building a more resilient power sector. The island’s
new integrated resource plan (IRP) divides the previously centralized grid into eight mini grids, which will bring
online almost 1.4 GW of solar generation and 920 megawatts (MW) of battery storage between 2019 and 2022.
The IRP specifically describes the business case for transitioning to mini grids, stating that it is the least-cost
way to achieve resilience against hurricanes, reach renewable energy targets, and provide high-quality customer
service (Walton 2019). Globally, ESMAP estimates that the market for mini grids developed as a way to increase
resilience could exceed 5,000 installed and planned mini grids, mostly in islands and high-income countries,
connecting more than 10 million people, at an investment cost of around $10 billion.
For countries to advance the mini grid sector, 10 building blocks need to be in place to support five key
market drivers. As each country has its unique set-up, the 10 building blocks will be designed in country-specific
ways. The World Bank’s experience over the past decade working with mini grid developers, government officials,
investors, experts, and donor partners helped identify these 10 building blocks: (i) solar-hybrid technology and
costing, (ii) geospatial portfolio planning, (iii) income-generating uses of electricity, (iv) community engagement,
(v) local and international industry, (vi) access to finance, (vii) training and skills building, (viii) institutional framework, (ix) workable regulations, and (x) enabling business environments. These 10 building blocks need to be in
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place to support five key market drivers that will propel the sector to scale: (i) increasing the pace of deployment
through a portfolio approach to mini grid development; (ii) providing superior-quality service; (iii) leveraging development partner and government funds to crowd in private-sector finance; (iv) establishing enabling business
environments in key access-deficit countries; and (v) reducing the cost of solar-hybrid mini grids. Each of the 10
building blocks is discussed in more detail in each chapter of the comprehensive report to help decision makers
and stakeholders along the entire chain of the mini grid industry craft appropriate solutions.
This report calls for progress on each of the five market drivers. In consultation with the mini grid
industry, development partners and other stakeholders, progress indicators have been defined of
which the main ones are the following:
1. increasing the pace of deployment through a portfolio approach to mini grid development to around 1,500
projects per key access-deficit country per year by 2030, as well as aiming to reduce the time it takes to
build a mini grid to five weeks in 2030
2. providing superior-quality service of 97 percent uptime by 2020, as well as increasing the industrywide
average load factor of 3rd-generation mini grids to 45 percent
3. establishing enabling mini grid business environments in key access-deficit countries, with the aim of raising
the average RISE (Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable Energy) score in the top-20 electricity access-deficit
countries to 80 out of 1002
4. leveraging development partner funding to crowd in private-sector finance, attracting almost $220 billion of
investment from donors, governments, and the private sector between 2019 and 2030
5. reducing the cost of solar-hybrid mini grids (which the other four market drivers will also support) to $0.20/
kWh by 2030

Reducing the cost of solar-hybrid
mini grids to $0.20/kWh by 2030
is a key objective.

The report also acknowledges the unprecedented levels
of commitment required from governments, development
partners, the mini grid industry, and regulators to reach these
targets. It calls for action by each of these stakeholder groups, as
well as recently established partnerships like the African Minigrid Developers Association (AMDA) and the Green
Mini Grid initiative managed and implemented by DfID, AfDB, and the World Bank. Key recommendations are for
• policymakers to leverage the latest geospatial analysis technology to develop national electrification plans
that can guide investment in mini grids, main grid extension, and solar home systems, as well as develop
initiatives that promote productive uses of electricity and build human capital
• development partners to work with government counterparts and the private sector to create enabling
environments for mini grids through investments in actual portfolios of projects and technical assistance
for developing workable regulations and strengthening institutions
• regulators to adopt an evolving, light-handed approach for a maturing mini grid sector, providing at each
stage of development clear guidance on market entry, retail tariffs, service standards, technical standards,
and arrival of the main grid
• the mini grid industry and its associations to work toward increasing the pace of deployment, retaining
superior-quality service delivery of third-generation mini grids, and reducing the cost of these systems
through innovation to reach a value proposition that is affordable to the end users
• national utilities to adopt an openness to partnerships with the third-generation mini grid industry on the
basis that the systems are grid-integration ready, which can provide for more financially viable grid expansion
programs for the utility in the long run
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THE NEW ELECTRICITY
ACCESS LANDSCAPE
Reaching universal access to electricity is a priority for many governments. As a result, significant
progress was made over the past decade. Governments of 17 of the top-20 electricity access-deficit countries set clear targets to achieve or approach universal access by 2030. Between 2000 and 2017, the number
of people without access to electricity fell from more than 1.4 billion to fewer than 900 million; thus, more than
89 percent of the world’s population now has access to some level of electricity service (World Bank and others
2019).3 The pace of electrification also increased, rising from 100 million people a year in 2000–10 to more than
150 million a year in 2015–17. Between 2010 and 2017, 45 countries reached universal access to electrification
(World Bank and others 2019). In Africa, for the first time in history, access to electricity is outpacing population
growth, although this progress has been highly uneven across the region, both by country and across urban
and rural areas (World Bank and others 2019).4
Countries that pursue a comprehensive approach to electrification through main grid extension, mini
grids, and solar home systems achieved the fastest gains. In most of the countries with the fastest gains in
electrification between 2010 and 2018—including Bangladesh, Cambodia, Kenya, Myanmar, Nepal, Rwanda,
and Tanzania—national electrification strategies leveraged a combination of main grid, mini grid, and solar
home system investments. Nigeria is another recent example of a country that has developed a comprehensive
national electrification strategy and implementation plan.
This comprehensive approach is the only way to connect the 1.2 billion people that will need access to
electricity by 2030. If the current global pace of electrification, current policies, and current population trends
continues, about 570 million people will gain access to electricity by 2030, leaving as many as 650 million
people without access to any source of electricity. The total number of people requiring access to electricity
by 2030 is therefore estimated to be 1.22 billion (World Bank and others 2019).
In parallel, governments and development partners are developing financial support packages as part
of their comprehensive approach to electrification. Universal electrification efforts in high-income countries
have historically required public funding. The same holds true for electricity access-deficit countries today,
particularly since most people without access have low disposable incomes and live in rural areas. As a result,
governments and development partners are putting together support packages for all three electrification
pathways—main grid extensions, solar home systems, and mini grids. Comprehensive support packages for
mini grids consist of subsidies—increasingly in the form of performance-based grants—as well as debt facilitation and risk-sharing mechanisms, alongside private-sector debt and equity. The objective of these support
packages is to increase the affordability of mini grid electricity and incentivize private-sector investment, while
ensuring that public funds are deployed appropriately and efficiently. For example, performance-based grants
are increasingly favored by private-sector developers and investors. ESMAP analysis presented in this report
shows that these subsidies can reduce the cost of electricity by almost 50 percent, but at the same time can
dampen the effect of productive-use programs and put additional pressure on developers to secure significant
upfront funding.
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Mini grids are not a new phenomenon: nearly all current centralized electricity grid systems started with
isolated mini grids, which gradually interconnected. These first mini grids were pivotal to the early development and industrialization of most modern economies, including Brazil, China, Denmark, Italy, the Netherlands,
Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Mini grid systems introduced in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries can be described as the first generation of mini grids. They faced many of the same policy,
regulatory, and operational challenges experienced by mini grids in developing countries in Asia and SubSaharan Africa today.
For more information on the historical role of mini grids in national power systems, see chapter 1 of the book (“Why Mini Grids,
and Why Now”) and “Retrospective Analysis of the Role of Isolated and Mini Grids in Power System Development”
in volume 3 (Country Case Studies).

A second generation of mini grids is widespread in many low-income countries today. These systems are
typically small and isolated, powered by diesel or hydro, and built by local communities or entrepreneurs to provide access to electricity to households, primarily in rural areas that have not yet been reached by the main grid.
Tens of thousands of these systems were built, starting in the 1980s and ramping up through the 1990s and
early 2000s. The second generation of mini grids provided important lessons about technical design, productive
uses, economies of scale, financial viability, and regulatory frameworks that have been incorporated into a third
generation of solar-hybrid mini grids that are owned and operated by the private sector. Second-generation mini
grids also yielded lessons about the importance of productive uses for financial viability and the need to reduce
the risk of stranded assets once the main grid arrives (for a detailed discussion of what happened when the
main grid arrived in Cambodia, Indonesia, and Sri Lanka, see Tenenbaum, Greacen, and Vaghela 2018).
Over the past few years, a third generation of mini grids has emerged. These mini grids—mostly solar PV
hybrids—are owned and operated by private companies that leverage transformative technologies and innovative strategies to build portfolios of mini grids instead of one-off projects. The typical third-generation mini grid is
grid-interconnection ready; uses remote management systems, prepay smart meters, and the latest solar-hybrid
technologies; and incorporates energy-efficient appliances for productive uses of electricity into its business
model. Third-generation mini grids operate in more favorable business environments, taking advantage of cost
reductions in the latest mini grid component technologies and regulations that have been developed specifically for private sector-investment. Developers of third-generation mini grids are joining industry associations to
speak with one voice and drive policies and regulations that favor private-sector investment.
Experience in electricity access-deficit countries over the past five decades has shown that the main
grid is typically unreliable. Across Sub-Saharan Africa, more than half of households connected to the main
grid reported receiving electricity less than half of the time (Blimpo and Cosgrove-Davies 2019). In most electricity access-deficit countries, the main grid usually provides only Tier 3 or Tier 4 electricity.5 The main reason
for unreliability in the region is the challenges with the national transmission and distribution networks, rather
than with the generation systems. Given the region’s size and frequently very low population densities, the vast
distances between rural economic hubs in many countries prove to be prohibitively expensive to connect to
centralized systems.
In addition, research has shown that most utilities in Africa are not financially solvent. Most national utilities in Sub-Saharan Africa sell electricity at a loss, as the full cost of connecting residential customers (typically
$800–$2,000 but often significantly higher for rural areas) is too expensive for most households (Trimble and
others 2014), and this cost is frequently subsidized by the national government. In addition, the amounts that
the rural, remote, and poorest groups of the population are able to pay for electricity generally do not reach the
cost-recovery threshold for national utility companies, and the tariffs charged to these customer segments are
often cross-subsidized across the utilities’ large customer bases. The average fully cost-reflective tariff for 39
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utilities across Sub-Saharan Africa is $0.27/kWh; 25 percent of utilities require a cost-reflective tariff of more
than $0.40/kWh, about half require a tariff of $0.20–$0.40/kWh, and 25 percent require less than $0.20/kWh.
Only 2 of the 39 utilities (Seychelles and Uganda) charged tariffs that enabled them to recover their costs (Trimble and others 2014; Kojima and Trimble 2016). Mini grids are, therefore, often the least-cost, best solution to
connect communities where the cost of extending the main grid is simply too expensive.
The penetration of off-grid solar—including solar lanterns, pico PV systems, and solar home systems—
grew rapidly over the last two decades, with more than 100 million systems sold in Africa alone. This
market growth has been the result of increasing consumer demand for electricity services in homes, as well
as the pace of innovations in telecommunications, which enabled the rise of the PAYG model for electricity
access. Significant consumer data that emerged from the mobile money and PAYG revolution provided lenders
and investors with more confidence with regard to the credit risk of the end users, enabling them to raise more
capital and consequently expand their services. Today, such solar home systems, depending on their size, can
typically cost $30–$200 and provide electricity service at Tiers 1 and 2. Some larger, component-based systems
are also in use (GOGLA 2019).
Mini grids have characteristics of both utilities and solar home system companies, creating both challenges and opportunities for their large-scale deployment. Like the main grid, mini grids have sunk cost
assets, are subject to regulatory oversight, and have the possibility of providing 24/7 electricity and supporting
productive loads. Mini grids also have features of the solar home system industry, with the possibility for very
rapid expansion when the value proposition is right for the market. Both utilities and solar home system companies are entering into the mini grid space for economic reasons, in ways that mirror their respective business models, with utility mini grids operating as rural distribution networks and solar home system companies
interconnecting individual stand-alone systems. This trend would lead to modest growth in the deployments of
mini grids, as the two sectors develop mini grids at the margins of their current target markets. If, however, the
unique position of mini grids can build on the strengths of both sectors—24/7 electricity from the utility sector
and agility and customer service from solar home system companies—mini grids will be able to bring affordable
access to high-quality electricity to millions of people at an accelerated pace.
Scaling up mini grids does not mean scaling back the main grid. On the contrary, third-generation mini
grids enhance the economic viability of expanding the main grid. Second-generation diesel-powered mini
grids were expensive, highly inefficient, polluting, and dangerous, and were not managed as businesses. The
fact that they existed showed that some customers were willing to pay for electricity and suggested that demand
would develop once the main grid arrived. Most customers used very little electricity, however, which meant that
the main grid would sustain ongoing financial losses when it reached the mini grid’s service area. Third-generation mini grids flip this narrative. By designing the system from the beginning to interconnect with the main grid
and by promoting income-generating uses of electricity through effective community engagement and training,
third-generation mini grids can provide early economic growth, so that significant load already exists by the time
the main grid arrives and customers have a greater ability to pay. New regulatory frameworks give developers
viable options for what happens when the main grid arrives, and reductions in the cost of components enable
developers to build grid-interconnection–ready systems while still keeping tariffs affordable.
Supporting third-generation mini grids therefore goes hand in hand with strengthening the utility sector.
Interconnecting third-generation mini grids with the main grid as part of a national electrification strategy can
increase the resource diversity and overall resilience and efficiency of the power system when interconnection is
properly planned and executed. But this presents an operational challenge, requiring utilities to be able to introduce the practical technical functions to support power system operations and planning with multiple mini grids
connected to the distribution grid, such as short-term and long-term forecasting and other complex procedures.
This means that mini grid development—as a viable strategy for helping deliver universal access to electricity—
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entails also significant strengthening of the utility sector, so that it can accommodate interconnecting mini grids
with the main grid. However, many electricity access-deficit countries lack clear procedures for integrating mini
grids into the utility’s system planning and operations. As a result, it will also be important for national electrification plans to accommodate scenarios in which many or at least some mini grids will remain isolated from the
main grid or connected only to other mini grids.
At the same time, third-generation mini grids challenge the existing centralized approach to electricity
service delivery. The cost of mini grid electricity is expected to decline significantly over the next decade, to
levels that make it competitive with main grid electricity in a large number of electricity access-deficit countries
(more discussion on this point is provided in the next section). In addition, third-generation mini grids provide
higher-quality service—in terms of reliability, availability, and customer service—than many national utilities in
low-income countries. As mini grid developers establish strong reputations in their respective countries of operation, demand for their services in urban and peri-urban areas is likely to increase, incentivizing developers to
target these customers as well. This will put pressure on national utility companies to evolve and improve their
service offering.
To capitalize on the opportunities that third-generation mini grids present and contribute to the acceleration of their deployment as a strategy to reach universal access to electricity by 2030, ESMAP created
the GFMG. Housed within ESMAP, the GFMG stands on two pillars: providing operational support to World
Bank projects that have a mini grid component, and generating and disseminating actionable knowledge about
mini grids to the broader mini grid industry globally. This report is part of the GFMG’s knowledge development
activities, which include hosting annual learning events that bring together hundreds of mini grid industry stakeholders and producing case studies and frontier research reports. A number of these reports and case studies
informed chapters in this book, including the six country case studies, which are available in volume 3 of the
book (Country Case Studies).
The book synthesized by this Executive Summary documents the knowledge the World Bank has
gained through close collaborations over the past decade with mini grid developers, electricity regulators, investors, policy makers, ministries, rural electrification agencies, experts, and donor partners. It
serves as a reference guide for decision makers, to be consulted when key decisions about mini grids need to
be made at the project, portfolio, or program level.
This Executive Summary encapsulates the book’s main themes. It answers two fundamental questions
that individuals, governments, and organizations face when making decisions about strategies, investments,
policies, and regulations for electrification:
• Why mini grids, and why now?
• How can mini grid deployment be scaled up to connect half a billion people by 2030?
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WHERE MINI GRIDS FIT IN
THE ELECTRICITY SECTOR
THE MINI GRID SYSTEM
Third-generation mini grids consist of specialized components for the generation, distribution, metering, and consumption of electricity. A typical third-generation mini grid consists of a solar-hybrid generation
system that includes solar panels, batteries, charge controllers, inverters, and diesel backup generators. The
distribution network consists of poles and low-voltage wires; larger mini grids sometimes also have medium-voltage systems. Third-generation mini grids often use smart meters that provide both prepaid payment options for
consumers and real-time, granular information about energy consumption patterns and system performance.
They also use remote monitoring systems, which allows operators to identify technical issues before they affect
energy services and rectify problems quickly and inexpensively, thus improving the quality of customer service.
Many developers of third-generation mini grids encourage and incentivize customers to use efficient appliances
for household uses as well as efficient machines and equipment for income-generating activities (figure ES.1),
and provide or facilitate access to financing options to help customers overcome any barriers presented by
upfront costs.
FIGURE ES.1 Features of a third-generation mini grid system
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Note: AC = alternating current; DC = direct current; PV = photovoltaic.
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Third-generation mini grid systems encompass a comprehensive set of the latest hardware and software technologies. They leverage transformative technologies to provide high-quality, affordable electricity
and growth at scale. These systems
• use the latest mini grid component technologies, which are declining in cost
• introduce and encourage the use of energy-efficient appliances, which can reduce the required installed
capacity of a mini grid by 60 percent or more
• enable productive uses of electricity, which reduces kWh unit costs, increases profitability, and promotes
local economic development
• provide superior-quality service, often above 97 percent uptime, to satisfy customer demands and build credibility for the product and industry
• use remote-controlled energy management systems, Web-based data platforms, and prepay smart meters to
reduce operating costs and increase revenue collection
• use innovative solutions, such as video-exchange hubs, to engage communities that are geographically
dispersed early in the sensitization processes to accelerate early uptake of electricity consumption and have
the communities’ buy-in of the electricity pricing strategy
• follow standardized designs for components and processes to lower manufacturing, installation, and operating costs
• are typically designed to interconnect with the main grid, to mitigate investment risk when the main grid arrives
• are built as part of a developer’s portfolio instead of as a one-off project, aided by geospatial analysis, to
achieve economies of scale and attract investment
While third-generation mini grids are not necessarily built to main grid standards, the findings in this report
show that the majority of future mini grids are expected to be built to interconnect with the main grid, in order
to align more closely with the country-level and utility expansion priorities and fit into an integrated national
electrification plan.
For more information on the characteristics of third-generation mini grid systems, see chapter 1 of the book (“Why Mini Grids,
and Why Now?”).

COST OF A MINI GRID SYSTEM
ESMAP analyzed the detailed characteristics of selected solar and solar-hybrid mini grids in Africa and
Asia to study the cost of mini grid electricity under different scenarios. The LCOE combines a mini grid’s
capital and operating costs into a single cost per unit of energy.6 It considers initial costs (such as equipment
and installation costs), operations cost (such as staff and fuel costs), and equipment replacement over the
lifetime of the mini grid. The LCOE is equivalent to the minimum average tariff at which electricity must be sold
to cover project costs. It is typically expressed in currency per kWh. It is important to acknowledge here that different stakeholders will have different approaches to calculating LCOE—for example, in the discount rate, which
costs to include in operations and maintenance (O&M), and interest rates—but at the same time LCOE provides
a valuable and appropriate benchmark for assessing the cost of mini grid electricity.
The LCOE in the mini grids analyzed ranged from $0.55 to $0.85 per kWh, with a median cost of $0.66,
using a 22 percent load factor. The mini grid with the lowest estimated LCOE is from Bangladesh and is one
of the largest in the sample, in terms of both the number of customers (1,099) and firm alternating current
(AC) output (294 kWfirm). These kinds of systems—and significantly larger systems, which provide electricity to
large villages and towns—are expected to gain more traction over the coming years.
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Increasing income-generating uses of
electricity can decrease the LCOE by 25
percent or more. The baseline load factor
Levelized cost of electricity ($/kWh)
for mini grids of 22 percent reflects low levLoad factor (percent)
2018
2030
els of income-generating uses of electricity
22%
0.55
0.33
(table ES.1).iii Income-generating loads,
40%
0.42
0.22
such as agricultural milling, generally occur
80%
0.35
0.237
during daytime hours, adding diversity to
Source: ESMAP analysis.
residential loads, which occur primarily
Note: LCOE data are for a well-designed 294kWfirm solar-hybrid mini grid in
Bangladesh serving more than 1,000 customers (more than 5,000 people).
in the evening. Mini grids in this analysis
A detailed description of the underlying analysis is provided in chapter 3 of
experienced significant reductions in the
the main book. kWh = kilowatt-hour.
LCOE when off-peak load was added,
increasing the energy consumed but not increasing peak load. Where a 40 percent load factor was achieved
through significant daytime consumption by local businesses and commercial clients, the LCOE fell by 25 percent compared with the base case. For an 80 percent load factor—achieved by inclusion of a water pump with
storage tank and an anchor load, such as a telecom tower, for example—LCOE reduction was 37 percent.
TABLE ES.1 Estimated and potential levelized cost of electricity,

2018 and 2030

ESMAP analysis indicates that the combination of increased productive uses and decreased component costs resulting from economies of scale and sectorwide technology cost trends can bring mini
grid LCOE down to $0.22/kWh by 2030. Increasing load factor alone generally means that a hybrid mini grid
ends up burning more diesel fuel. If the mini grid design can be optimized to accommodate higher daytime
productive use loads and future reduced cost of components, then further reductions in LCOE are possible.
The combination of expected component cost reductions through enhanced scale and an increase in the load
factor from 22 percent to 40 percent through productive-use loads could reduce costs by as much as 60 percent compared with LCOEs under current capital expense (CAPEX)/operating expense (OPEX) cost scenarios
and baseline load residential scenarios. These changes reduce the LCOE from $0.55/kWh to $0.22/kWh for
the same Bangladesh mini grid example.
Increasing productive uses of mini grid electricity creates a win-win-win-win scenario for mini grid developers, rural entrepreneurs, communities, and national utilities over time. It reduces the LCOE, which increases
the mini grid developer’s margins and therefore financial viability. Entrepreneurs and small businesses benefit
from switching from expensive diesel generators to affordable mini grid electricity. Communities benefit from the
creation of new jobs and increased economic activity. The growth of rural economies also benefits national utilities
once interconnection to the main grid is considered, because it increases customers’ ability to pay higher tariffs.
Figure ES.2 illustrates what increased productive uses looks like in terms of demand for mini grid electricity.
Switching to mini grid electricity makes business sense for entrepreneurs: power outages and lack of
reliable supply can have a tangible impact on a business’s revenues. A recent evaluation found that, in
Sub-Saharan Africa, outages can cost companies as much as a 31 percent loss in sales. In some of the largest
economies in the region, such as Nigeria, Ghana, and Angola, more than 25 percent of businesses lose more
than 10 percent in sales because of power outages, with individual firms reporting losing more than 70 percent.
The firms with the most significant challenges average more than 200 hours a month without power, while even
the companies receiving electricity services with the highest reliability still report more than 10 hours a month
without electricity (Ramachandran, Shah, and Moss 2018).

iii. Load factor (LF) is defined as average load divided by peak load over a specified period of time. In this report we define LF over the
course of an entire year (8,760 hours), consistent with the default approach employed by HOMER Pro software. Random variation in daily
loads over the course of a year means that the annual peak load is considerably higher than observed from the average daily load profile.
For example, an average daily load profile with a 38 percent LF (daily basis) is calculated to have a 22 percent LF on an annual basis
assuming a day-to-day random load variability of 10 percent and hour-to-hour variability of 20 percent.
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FIGURE ES.2 Change in the daily load profile and the levelized cost of electricity from increases in the
productive use of electricity
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Source: ESMAP analysis.
Note: kWh = kilowatt-hour.

Using electricity supplied by mini grids can enable significant opportunities for business growth: more
than 30 income-generating appliances available today have a payback period of less than 12 months.
In one of the most comprehensive assessments of productive-use appliances and equipment to date, ESMAP
identified the upfront investment costs, power consumption, and payback periods for 37 income-generating
machines and other appliances. Of these, 32 had payback periods of less than 12 months. The typical upfront
investment cost ranged from $500 to $1,500, with an average of about $1,200. The list of energy-efficient
AC-powered appliances includes machines for welding, milling, rice hulling, ice making, and egg incubating, as
well as refrigerators and televisions. Gains in efficiency make these machines and appliances financially and
technologically attractive to entrepreneurs and developers alike. Advances in refrigeration technology, for example, have reduced the power consumption of a 100-liter refrigerator from about 100 watts (W) several years
ago to less than 40 W today. Offering these appliances—with potential financing options—thus allows mini grid
developers to provide more services to the customers for the same electricity cost. At the same time, it is important that developers assess and incorporate projections for the anticipated use of such efficient appliances into
their evaluation of the appropriate mini grid system size at the design stage, to avoid overdesigning the system
and to maximize the potential investment cost savings. Table ES. 2 provides an overview of a small sample
of such energy-efficient appliances for agricultural, manufacturing, and commercial purposes, as well as their
average power consumption, average, cost and average payback periods. Chapter 5 of the main book includes
a more comprehensive version of the table.
Income-generating machines and equipment connected to mini grids also contribute to local economic
development. Many of the 37 income-generating appliances require more than one person to operate, implying
job creation opportunities in local communities. Anecdotal evidence from Nigeria suggests that entrepreneurs who
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TABLE ES.2 Power requirements, costs and indicative payback periods of selected income-generating

appliances 8

Sector

Activities / Appliances

Power required
(kW)

Cost from
supplier ($)

Payback period
(months)

Primary industries
(agriculture, fishing)

Egg incubator

80 to 160W

$50 to $100

1 to 3

Grinder for pulses and beans

5.2 kW

$1,500 to $4,000

6 to 12

Water irrigation pump

3.7 to 22.4 kW

$200 to $1,000

3 to 6

Sterilizer (for dairy
processing)

3 to 6kW

$600 to $2,000

1 to 3

Packager

250W to 3kW

$500 to $1,000

6 to 12

Electronic welding machine

3 to 7.5 kW

$200 to $300

6 to 12

Light manufacturing

Commercial and
retail activities

Jigsaw

400W

$100

3 to 6

Electric drilling machine

400W

$20 to $50

3 to 6

Popcorn maker

1.5 to 2.1 kW

$50

1 to 3

Computer

15 to 100W

$250 to $800

3 to 6

Printer/scanner for stationery

0.5 to 2kW

$150 to $250

3 to 6

Sewing machine

200W

$30 to $100

3 to 6

Television for local cinemas
and bars (including decoder)

50 to 200W

$100 to $200

1 to 3

Source: ESMAP, Alibaba, Inensus.
Note: Chapter 5 of the main report provides the full table of 37 income-generating machines and other equipment.
kW = kilowatt; W = watt.

purchased an income-generating appliance hired an additional employee within the first year after making the
purchase. Income-generating uses of electricity can notably help women, in particular, to improve earnings, quality
of life through use of light, electrical equipment for cottage industries, ceramics, and others (see box ES.1).
Electric cooking is an often-neglected application of mini grid electricity that also offers an opportunity
to capture an existing household expenditure. Households switching to mini grid–powered electric cooking
save money compared with traditional methods: cooking with a mini grid–powered induction stove costs $0.18–
$0.98 per person per day, often making it cheaper than traditional wood-fired and charcoal-fired stoves, which
can cost up to $0.37 and $0.45 per person per day, respectively (Couture and others 2016). Electric cooking
also presents developers with a valuable opportunity to increase their load factor and boost their revenue. While
peak loading is a major issue for electric cooking on mini grids, a variety of time-shifting techniques can decouple electricity demand from supply, such as household battery storage. ESMAP is collaborating with Loughborough University and its partners on a new DfID-funded Modern Energy Cooking Services program that aims to
take advantage of the opportunities for, and address the challenges of. mini grid–powered electric cooking.
Increasing productive uses of electricity can double or triple demand for a mini grid’s service. The
Infrastructure Development Company Limited (IDCOL) of Bangladesh launched a comprehensive initiative to
support 26 solar mini grids in remote parts of the country. The initiative includes activities aimed to increase
productive uses of electricity (productive-use appliances and machines), through such measures as appliance
training, management skill development, daytime load stimulation, and promotion of softer loan finance terms.
To date, this approach has helped some of the mini grids to achieve their target utilization rates sooner than
projected. One notable example is the Suro Bangla mini grid on Paratoli Island, which was able to reach its
full projected uptake of more than 17,000 kWh within 18 months, rather than two years, as initially anticipated.
Operating at or near capacity for these mini grids translates into higher returns on investment for developers.
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BOX ES.1

Attracting women as productive-use mini grid customers
Women are important productive-use customers for mini grids because of their high entrepreneurship
rates in many low-income countries. Inclusive community engagement strategies are helping identify
and connect women-owned businesses.
In India, for example, mini grid developers are providing loans to women entrepreneurs to finance
the upfront investment of productive-use equipment. Doing so has increased the rigor of governance
processes and the equity of community-owned mini grids (Katre, Tozzi, and Bhattacharyya 2019).
Initiatives like these result in better-managed mini grids with higher load factors, leading to increased
profitability.

For more information on how to promote productive uses of electricity, see chapter 5 of the book (“Promoting Productive Uses of
Electricity”).

Increasing the uptake of productive-use equipment requires access to more than $1 billion in affordable
consumer finance. Assuming an average upfront cost of $1,200 and five appliances per mini grid, approximately $1.3 billion in microfinance will be needed for the purchase of 1.1 million productive-use appliances by
2030. Although they have relatively high upfront costs, most productive-use appliances and equipment provide
opportunities to generate or increase revenue. Financing the upfront purchase cost of the appliances—by the
mini grid operator via on-bill financing or by a third party, such as a microfinance organization—is a good way to
increase productive uses of mini grid electricity. Both financing pathways have benefits and drawbacks for the
mini grid operator, and both require the operator to develop new business model capabilities.
As a result of declining LCOE and increasing income-generating uses of electricity, third-generation
mini grids can have transformational effects on power sectors. They are on track to provide power at lower
cost than many utilities by 2030 (figure ES.3). Mini grids will become the least-cost solution for grid-quality
electricity for more than 60 percent of the population in Africa in a scenario assuming that national utilities do not
dramatically change their operations—with significant implications for the allocation of both public and private
investment funds.
Mini grids also provide service that consistently exceeds the level of service provided by the main grid.
Developers are creating systems that can provide 24/7 electricity. Remote monitoring technologies and smart
meters are increasing the quality of customer service and the reliability of mini grids. The average uptime of mini
grids owned and operated by members of AMDA exceeds 97 percent—less than two weeks of planned outage
over an entire year. Across Sub-Saharan Africa, the main grid is significantly less reliable: households and small
businesses typically experience several hours a day of outage. In some countries—including Burundi, Ghana,
Guinea, Liberia, Nigeria, and Zimbabwe—more than half of households connected to the main grid reported
receiving electricity less than half of the time (Blimpo and Cosgrove-Davies 2019). Furthermore, disaggregated
data from the diagnostic survey reports carried out by ESMAP in a range of countries based on the Multi-Tier
Framework provides additional evidence of this lack of reliability, both in the Sub-Saharan region and beyond.
The report from Rwanda indicates 97 percent of grid-connected households experience more than four electricity disruptions a week (ESMAP 2018c). The Ethiopia report shows that 57.6 percent of grid-connected households face 4–14 outages a week, and 2.8 percent face more than 14 outages a week (ESMAP 2018b). The
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FIGURE ES.3 Comparison of levelized cost of electricity of mini grids and utilities in Africa
Mini grid LCOE at $0.20/kWh is less than the LCOE of 24 of 39 utilities in Africa
At $0.30/kWh mini grid LCOE is less than 15 of 39
At $0.40/kWh: 7of 39

0.7

At $0.50/kWh:
5 of 39

National utility LCOE ($/kWh)
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Source: Based on Kojima & Trimble 2016.
Note: kWh = kilowatt-hour; LCOE = Levelized cost of energy.

report from Cambodia indicates that 69.3 percent of grid-connected households face frequent, unpredictable
power outages, and 9.9 percent of all grid-connected customers receive less than 4 hours of service per day
(ESMAP 2018a).

STATUS OF AND OUTLOOK FOR CAPITAL AND OPERATING EXPENSES
CAPITAL COSTS
Solar-hybrid mini grids cost about $3,900/kWfirm. In ESMAP’s survey of 53 mini grids, costs per unit of firm
power output (kWfirm) range from $1,420 to $22,689/kWfirm. The average and median costs per kWfirm were
$6,193 and $4,849, respectively. If outlier projects above $8,000/kWfirm are removed, the average cost per kWfirm
falls to $4,298, with a median of $3,908. Components used for generating electricity accounted for 54 percent of
total capital costs. The components with the largest share of overall CAPEX were batteries (15 percent), distribution grids (14 percent), PV modules (11 percent), inverters (5–9 percent), powerhouses (7 percent),
and meters (4 percent).
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TABLE ES.3 Average costs of key mini grid components in selected developing countries
Component

Unit

Bangladesh

Myanmar

Ghana

Kenya

Delta

PV module

$/kWp

683

664

915

994

50%

PV racks

$/kWp

254

927

484

283

265%

PV controller/PV inverter

$/kWp

784

279

—

265

195%

Lead-acid battery

$/kWh

218

282

237

167

69%

Battery inverter

$/kVA

720

506

1,121

503

123%

Genset

$/kVA

219

378

897

773

310%

Distribution grid

$/client

277

259

164

160

73%

Source: ESMAP analysis.
Note: Delta is the percent difference between the lowest and highest cost; — = not available; kVA = kilovolt-ampere; kWp = kilowatts-peak;
PV = photovoltaic.

Component costs vary significantly across countries and regions. Table ES.3 highlights some examples of
the variation in the average costs of key components in Africa and Asia. PV racks, for example, cost nearly four
times as much in Myanmar as they do in Bangladesh; battery inverters cost more than twice as much in Ghana
as in Kenya; and generators in Ghana are nearly four times as expensive as in Bangladesh. ESMAP analysis
suggests that a combination of taxes and duties, differences in margins charged by wholesalers and distributors, and other costs incurred in doing business that vary from country to country explains much of the variation
in mini grid component costs. If this is the case, there may be cause for optimism that costs for outlier countries
will decline as markets expand.
Capital costs of solar mini grids are falling. The costs of key mini grid components fell 62–85 percent
between 2010 and 2018 (table ES.4), partly because of economies of scale outside the mini grid sector. For
solar PV systems, the installation of utility-scale solar PV parks and the deployment of rooftop solar home
systems drove cost reductions of 85 percent. The cost of lithium-ion batteries also fell by 85 percent, driven by
the increased use of batteries in electric vehicles and utility-scale storage projects. The reduction in the cost of
energy management systems that can remotely control complex hybrid power systems that have variable solar
energy systems comes from the use of these systems in utility-scale projects, the ever-increasing computing
power of power electronics and chips, and the decline in their cost. The cost of remotely monitored prepay
meters fell because of the deployment of these meters at utility scale and declines in the cost of electronics.
The last component driving down the costs of a solar mini grid system is the introduction of energy-efficient
appliances. By introducing efficient appliances from day one, the mini grid system can be designed significantly
smaller, resulting in a reduction in CAPEX compared with only three years ago of more than 50 percent. Downward trends in component costs have decreased the upfront investment cost of solar and solar-hybrid mini grids
down from about $8,000–$10,000/kWfirm in 2010 to $3,900/kWfirm in 2018.

OPERATING, REPLACEMENT, AND PROJECT DEVELOPMENT COSTS
The OPEX of mini grids that ESMAP surveyed varied significantly, from $8 to $263 per customer per
year, with an average of around $80 per customer per year. Operating expenses include all costs associated with operating and maintaining mini grid equipment, including fuel, maintenance, repairs, payment collection, and security. OPEX were reported for 18 systems (7 in Asia and 11 in Africa). Among the 18 mini grids
that reported operations costs, staff costs on average account for 76 percent of operations costs. Staff costs
include salaries and associated expenses for local operators who generally live in the village and take care
of day-to-day operations and perform basic maintenance as either a full-time or a part-time job. More difficult
troubleshooting and repairs are generally handled by technicians who monitor and service multiple mini grids.
Smart meters and other metering that upload data in real time to the Internet can help remote technicians
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TABLE ES.4 Cost benchmarks and price projections for mini grid components 9

Median
cost in
ESMAP
survey

Minimum
cost in
ESMAP
survey

Mainstream
industry
benchmark
in 2010

Mainstream
industry
benchmark
in 2018
(percent
change from
2010)

Cost
estimate
by 2020

Cost
estimate by
2030
(percent
change from
2018

Unit

Percent
of total
capital
cost

PV module

$/kWp

11%

690

497

1,589

230 (–85%)

220

140 (–39%)

PV inverter

$/kWp

5%

264

176

320

115 (–64%)

80

58 (–50%)

Battery

$/kWh

15%

214

126

—

147 (n.a. )

127

118 (–20%)

Battery (Li-ion)

$/kWh

15%

598

461

1,160

176 (–85%)

139

62 (–64%)

Battery inverter

$/kVA

9%

649

311

565

203 (–64%)

142

102 (–50%)

$/client

4%

83

50

106

40 (–62%)

35

30 (–25%)

Component

Smart meters

Sources: ESMAP analysis; Bloomberg New Energy Finance databases; Fu and others 2017. Full references are provided in Chapter 3 of
the book.
Note: Median, minimum, and 2010 benchmark data are expressed in inflation-adjusted dollars. Future prices are as
reported by the source. — = not available; kVA = kilovolt-ampere; kWp = kilowatts-peak; n.a. = not applicable; PV = photovoltaic.

work with local staff over the phone to address many issues without the expense of bringing the technician
to the site.
Fuel costs accounted for only 4.3 percent of OPEX on average. Operators that did report fuel costs reported
an average of only $8.30 per customer per year, suggesting that at this early stage mini grids rely very little on
diesel generators and are able to meet customer demand largely with solar. The mini grids in this data set are
all young, however, and diesel generator contributions to electricity generation generally grow as households
purchase more lights and appliances and more small businesses connect to the mini grid. As loads grow, timeof-use tariffs or dispatchable loads that encourage consumption at times when the mini grid may have a surplus
of electricity from solar panels can reduce the expense of operating diesel generators.
“Other O&M” accounted for nearly 20 percent of OPEX. More research is needed to understand what the category meant to survey respondents, but these costs typically include repairs and maintenance, such as engine oil
replacement, or the costs of transportation and community meetings associated with community engagement—a
category that some developers report as more important and more costly than they had projected.
The introduction of remote-controlled, prepay smart meters reduces labor costs significantly. Following
up with delayed or nonpaying customers can now be done remotely. Consumption patterns can also be tracked
and analyzed remotely. Smart meters and cell phone carrier-based real-time data collection enable detailed
monitoring of system parameters. When parameters exceed programmable thresholds, alarms alert technicians
of problems that are much easier to address before they grow and cascade into expensive equipment failures
and prolonged downtime. In addition, smart meters enable developers to easily collect and analyze their performance data, which can be aggregated and anonymized to share with development partners, industry associations, investors, and other stakeholders.
Replacement costs have fallen. The larger battery banks that most systems use need to be replaced after
3–10 years, depending on the type of battery. The growing use of lithium-ion batteries—thanks to their rapid
scale-up in electric vehicles—will further reduce replacement costs, as lithium-ion batteries have about twice the
number of charging cycles before failure compared with conventional lead-acid batteries, and have competitive
per-cycle costs. Developers currently building mini grids with lead-acid batteries would be wise to choose bat-
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tery inverters (and battery chargers in the case of direct current (DC)-coupled systems) that are compatible with
lithium-ion batteries, so that future battery replacements can accommodate lithium-ion if costs are favorable.
Replacement costs for electronics, such as PV inverters and battery inverters, are also decreasing as they are
manufactured at larger and larger scales.
Preparation and planning costs have declined. In the past, multidisciplinary teams prepared electrification
plans, scoped sites, and conducted prefeasibility studies, at considerable cost. Today, most of this work, all
the way up to feasibility-level analysis—including compiling bills of quantity and bid documents or purchase
orders—can be done from behind a desk, thanks to the following factors:
• the availability of big data that provide geotagged points of interest that can be used to prepare a detailed
demand assessment of prospective load centers
• affordable high-resolution satellite imagery
• easy-to-use but sophisticated software that can be used to design hybrid generation systems together with
the design of the distribution network
• data-driven Web-based platforms that compile large amounts of geotagged market intelligence that can be
configured in different ways to be useful for mini grid developers, financiers, and government agencies.
Field visits at the preparation stage are needed to engage with communities to discuss agreements, such as
the terms of land purchases or leases, and to verify the geospatial analysis data—and they can be handled by
a much leaner team.
The introduction of geospatial and other digital technologies has decreased the cost of preparation
and planning by an order of magnitude. In the past, the unit cost per site was more or less the same,
irrespective of the number of sites—about $30,000 per site—because each site required a high level of on-site
analysis. Today, portfolios of mini grids can be prepared to the point where they are ready for full feasibility
assessment and community engagement at a cost of about $2,300 per site, based on the World Bank’s recent
experience in Nigeria. The largest components of this per-site cost are socioeconomic surveys and energy
audits to estimate electricity demand and willingness and ability to pay. These components account for 58
percent of the total per-site cost, and their costs are largely linear since the primary driver is human resources.
The time required to survey a household will not change too much with the scale of the exercise, although
there is likely to be some savings in travel logistics. Nevertheless, technology can help expedite the completion of these labor-intensive tasks—for example, through the use of drones to map out a village and efficiently
sequence household visits by enumerators, or through the use of tablet-based software to swiftly and more
accurately capture survey data.
Other costs are incurred for obtaining licenses, approvals, and permits. These costs depend on the
enabling environment in place in a country. Several governments have incorporated mini grids as part of their
energy policy, giving the systems and industry a place in the energy sector. Some countries have adopted
mini grid regulations that allow for a light-handed approach. In some countries, e-government has streamlined
the process for obtaining location and building permits. Even though these costs are important, they are not
expected to change significantly in high–energy-deficit countries over the next decade unless efforts are undertaken to facilitate doing business in these countries.
For more information on the components and costs of third-generation mini grid systems, see chapter 3 of the book (“Mini Grid
Costs and Technology Innovations”).
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POTENTIAL COST REDUCTIONS
Further cost reductions are projected as mini grid systems are developed in a portfolio approach as
opposed to one-off projects, leading to standardization and economies of scale. These economies of
scale will also have a significant impact on planning and preparation costs.
Several factors will lead to significant cost reductions:
1. Expected decreases in component costs associated with using current best practices can reduce
upfront investment costs to less than $3,000/kWfirm. ESMAP’s research, corroborated by analysis from
Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF), suggests that the global spot price of solar PV modules will fall
from $230/kW in 2018 to $140/kW in 2030 (BNEF 2018). As electric vehicles become mainstream, the spot
price of lithium-ion battery packs will drop from $176/kWh to $62/kWh. Factory prices for PV inverters could
drop to below $58/kW in 2030, down from $115/kW in 2018. If the prices that mini grid developers pay for
just these components decline by the same proportion by 2030, the upfront capital cost of a solar-hybrid mini
grid would fall by almost 22 percent. If mini grid developers are able to purchase these three components
at global spot prices in 2030, the upfront capital cost of a solar-hybrid mini grid would fall by more than 26
percent. For example, solar PV typically accounts for about 11 percent of total capital expenditures for mini
grids, so a 39 percent reduction in its costs by 2030 (the expected decline in global spot prices) would result
in a 4.3 percent reduction in total upfront investment costs. Meanwhile, if developers can purchase solar PV
at global spot prices in 2030 ($140/kW), this represents an 80 percent decline from their 2018 costs; therefore, the total investment cost would decrease by 8.8 percent. It is important to note that this is a conservative estimate, as it only accounts for cost declines in three major components of solar-hybrid mini grids. Other
estimates for capital costs for the same type of mini grid are significantly lower.
2. Economies of scale and broader cost declines for mini grid components will reduce the LCOE of
mini grids even further. As developers build portfolios of mini grids instead of one-off projects, they benefit
from increased economies of scale—primarily as a result of bulk purchases of components and increased
efficiencies through standardized processes and increased know-how. Analysis of the data collected in
ESMAP’s survey of mini grids in Africa and Asia indicates that economies of scale reduce capital costs
significantly. On average, for every additional 100 customers a mini grid serves, its per-customer cost falls
by about $68; for every additional mini grid in a developer’s portfolio, capital costs decline by about $100/
kW. Cost reductions from economies of scale complement the downward effect on costs from increasing
productive uses of electricity.
3. Using geospatial and other digital tools to develop portfolios of mini grids will also reduce costs.
Geospatial analysis allows developers to assess mini grid sites at a fraction of the cost of traditional site
assessment activities. A number of established mini grid developers in Sub-Saharan Africa use geospatial
and other analytical software to plan their portfolios remotely. They prioritize sites for mini grid development
and use technology-enabled processes to estimate demand, enabling them to optimize system design across
their portfolios. Where government or donor entities are conducting the portfolio-level analysis, the data can
be analyzed and disseminated to developers on a Web-based platform like Odyssey Energy Solutions.
For more information on using geospatial analysis to plan portfolios of mini grids at the national and project levels, see chapter 4 of the book (“Geospatial and Digital Tools for Electrification and Portfolio Planning”).
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PRIVATE SECTOR AND UTILITIES
SCALING DELIVERY OF
ELECTRICITY SERVICES
Although some of the largest developers of mini grids today are national utility companies, it is the
private sector that will drive exponential growth in the industry, particularly as many utility companies in
electricity access-deficit countries are struggling financially.iv
The mini grid industry offers significant profit potential to private-sector equipment and service suppliers, particularly for solar PV, batteries, and power electronics. ESMAP analysis projects that the annual
profit potential10 across the mini grid value chain will be almost $4.7 billion by 2030 (figure ES.4). To derive this
figure, ESMAP used component cost projections from numerous sources, including BNEF and actual project bid
data; these costs were then used in a HOMER analysis to determine the system configuration for an archetypal
village. When combined with the forecast for mini grid deployments, an estimate for the total expected revenue
for the different component suppliers was determined. To determine each component supplier’s expected profit
margin, ESMAP analyzed recent audited financial statements; that margin was then applied to the total revenue
derived earlier. The largest profit centers will be solar PV, battery storage, and power electronics. As the costs of
solar PV and battery storage continue to fall, the profit potential for diesel generators is expected to drop to zero
over the next decade.
FIGURE ES.4. Profit potential across the mini grid value chain, 2019 and 2030
2019 Annual value chain profit
Total profit: ~$512m
Distribution and
Meters: 8%

Balance of
Plant: 9%

Balance of
Plant: 9%
Civil Works:
10%

Generators:
10%

2030 Annual value chain profit
Total profit: ~$4.7b

Solar:
35%

Storage:
28%

Distribution
& meters 3%

Civil Works:
10%
Solar:
48%
Storage:
30%

Source: ESMAP Analysis.
Note: Figures assume 19,163 mini grids in 2018 and 213,000 in 2030. Figures exclude transport, taxes, and financing. Balance-ofplant includes such components as inverters, breakers, and system integration. Estimates of the cost of service are derived from a
HOMER analysis of a mini grid that serves 150 household customers and 30 commercial customers. Assumed peak use of a
household is 200 watt-peak (Wp) in 2018 and 300 Wp in 2030; for commercial customers, it is 300 Wp in 2018 and 400 Wp in 2030.
iv. R
 AO Energy in Russia, TANESCO in Tanzania, JIRAMA in Madagascar, and KPLC in Kenya are utility companies that operate dozens of mini
grids nationwide. These mini grids are typically diesel-powered (or, in the case of JIRAMA, hydro powered). They tend to be large, typically on
the order of several hundred kilowatts to a few megawatts. Some utilities (in Niger, for example) have started to hybridize their diesel systems
with solar PV panels.
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TABLE ES.5 Current and projected tariffs, costs, and profits of mini grid operators, 2019 and 2030
Item

2019

2030

Average tariff/kWh

0.45

0.26

Cost of service/kWh

0.43

0.21

28

608

153

3,343

Profit on mini grids deployed this year (millions of US$)
Cumulative profit on all mini grids deployed (millions of US$)
Source: ESMAP analysis.
Note: kWh = kilowatt-hour.

The profit potential for mini grid operators is expected to increase dramatically over the next decade,
even as tariffs decline. Table ES.5 outlines the profit potential of third-generation mini grid operators, given
assumed tariffs and costs of service. This analysis indicates a profit potential that could exceed $3.3 billion on
an annual basis for all third-generation mini grids deployed between today and 2030. These tariffs are reflective
of the low end of mini grid tariffs today, resulting in a conservative estimate for profits. It is important to note that
financial support packages, including subsidies from governments and development partners, will be needed
to unlock this profit potential, particularly over the next few years to set the market on the trajectory of rapid
scale-up. Public funds enabled high-income countries to achieve universal electricity access; the same will be
true for electricity access-deficit countries today.
Private-sector participation in the mini grid market is increasing as the economics of mini grids become
more attractive. More and more private companies are participating across the mini grid value chain (table
ES.6). Manufacturers of renewable energy technologies—particularly solar and battery companies—see the
mini grid market as a profitable opportunity. Large energy companies, like Engie, are directly investing in mini
grids. Other large suppliers, like SMA, are securing deals with mini grid developers. However, the business environment is not yet attracting finance at scale across the board: only a few large companies are operating in the
market, and, according to BNEF, $259 million has been invested in private-sector developers since 2013—far
short of the billions of private-sector investment needed by 2030 (BNEF 2019).
The mini grid value chain refers to different steps needed to successfully complete a mini grid project,
and encompasses component manufacturing, site assessment, procurement, installation, O&M, and
after-sales services. Broadly, the private sector can be classified into two categories: operators and facilitators.
The operators assume primary responsibility for the mini grid lifecycle, engage with the community being served
by the mini grid, and generally take ownership over operating the mini grid and collecting payment from customers. Types of operator companies include mini grid energy service companies, such as mini grid developers, and
utilities. The facilitators are private organizations that help mini grid operators design, build, and manage mini
grids, but do not take primary responsibility of engaging with the community and selling electricity. Facilitating
organizations include mini grid component manufacturers; engineering, procurement, and construction companies that assist with system design and installation; system integrators, which package the various mini grid
components into complete systems; and investors.
Even in countries in which the government leads mini grid development, the private sector is a key partner
in mini grid initiatives. Public–private partnerships are often an effective way of distributing responsibilities to optimize government and private-sector capacities. They enable mini grid operators that do not have substantial financial resources to enter the market. Two common models are the management model and the split-asset model:
• Under the management model, a government entity plans, finances, and implements a mini grid up to the
commissioning stage, with a private operator subsequently taking on responsibility. The operator manages,
maintains, and operates the entire mini grid, including generation and distribution, and collects fees from mini
grid customers. Contractual options for the operator to take on responsibility from the governmental entity
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TABLE ES.6 Examples of private-sector companies participating in the mini grid value chain
Company

Headquarters

Description

Mini grid developers
MLinda

India

MLinda installed a 48 kWp system to supply power to a large market in West Bengal. Before
the mini grid’s introduction, the market ran on diesel. In some installations, such a market acts
as an anchor customer, and surplus power is exported to houses within a 1-kilometer radius.

Redavia

Tanzania

Redavia uses a lease structure to deploy systems that can be integrated with diesel
generators. The containerized units reduce investor risk, as they can be redeployed.
The company has secured more than $20 million in investment.

Sigora

Haiti

Sigora completed the Mole-St-Nicolas mini grid in 2017. It produces 200 kW of diesel
power and 200 kW of solar power, supplying power to 5,500 customers. Expansion plans
include adding solar and wind capacity.

Engineering, procurement, and construction companies (EPCs)
Clarke
Energy

United
Kingdom

In 2018, Clarke developed and installed a hybrid in Nigeria that used 4 MW of natural gas
engines with 250 kVA of energy storage. It can operate either connected to the grid or in
islanded operation. Clarke integrated GE engines with a FLEXGEN energy storage system.

Hatch

Canada

Nearly 300 remote communities in Canada lack access to the grid. Most rely on diesel
generation. Hatch, a global EPC, developed its own microgrid controller (HµGrid), which
integrates renewables with diesel generation to improve power quality and reliability and
lower cost (as a result of lower diesel consumption) (Sedighy 2016).

Sterling and
Wilson

India

Sterling and Wilson is an EPC that is executing projects in more than 40 countries across a
variety of projects, including solar, cogeneration, and diesel generation. In 2018, the company
established a business unit dedicated to developing hybrid systems. It won an order for three
hybrid systems, including one with 17 MWh of energy storage, across three sites in western
Africa (Kenning 2018).

Mini grid component manufacturers
Exide

United States

Exide is a large lead-acid battery manufacturer that has been in business since 1888. It
operates in more than 30 countries.

SMA

Germany

SMA, a leading manufacturer of solar and storage inverters, develops products that can be
integrated into mini grids with capacity of up to 300 kW.

Yingli Solar

China

Yingli, a large solar panel manufacturer, has shipped more than 20 GW of panels to more
than 90 countries. It has annual manufacturing capacity of 4 GW.

System integration companies
Nayo
Tropical
Technology

Nigeria

Nayo Tropical Technology sells individual mini grid components and integrates them into
containerized systems. In 2019, it won a contract worth about $260,000 to power the
Kare and Dadin Kowa communities with a 90-kW system (Okafor 2019).

Tiger Power

Belgium

In 2018, Tiger Power signed an agreement with the Ugandan rural electrification agency to
develop three mini grids using its containerized solar and storage system, backed up by a
hydrogen generator, to provide power to 3,000 households (Alliance for Rural Electrification
2018).

Winch
Energy

United
Kingdom

In 2016 Winch Energy installed 17 kW and 30 kW containerized solar and storage systems in
the village of Nimjat, in Mauritania, providing electricity to
a school, dispensary, mosque, streetlights, and 70 households.

Acumen

United
Kingdom and
United States

Founded in 2001, Acumen seeks to provide long-term capital that bridges the gap between
market-based approaches and pure philanthropy. It makes seed and early-stage investments
in social enterprises.

Bamboo
Capital
Partners

Luxembourg

Launched in 2007, Bamboo has proved that private capital can be profitably deployed
as a tool for change. It has about $290 million under management, with a portfolio of
33 companies in more than 20 countries.

Shell
Foundation

United
Kingdom

Shell Foundation was established in 1997 by Royal Dutch Shell as a social investment
initiative. It uses grants and other financial instruments to support early-stage social
enterprises, including mini grid operators and technology providers.

Investors

Sources: Alliance for Rural Electrification 2018; BNEF 2018and 2019; ESMAP research; Kenning 2018; Okafor 2019; and, Sedighy 2016.
Note: GW = gigawatt; kVA = kilovolt-ampere; kW = kilowatt; kWp = kilowatt-peak; MW = megawatt; MWh = megawatt-hour.
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include an authorization arrangement, a contracted operation, a leasing contract, and full ownership transfer
(EUEI PDF 2014). A recent example of such a model is the Rural Renewable Energy Project implemented by
DfID in Sierra Leone with the assistance of the United Nations Office for Project Services.
• Under the split-asset model, a governmental institution procures and owns the distribution assets of a mini
grid and the developer owns the generation assets. This split reduces the investment costs for the developer
and has been deployed as part of a GIZ project in Nigeria.
Significant opportunities for partnership between local and international firms exist across the mini grid
industry value chain. Local entities are best positioned to focus on the aspects of the value chain that require
knowledge of local rules and regulations or require coordination with the customer being served by the mini grid;
international companies are best suited to perform tasks that can be replicated across geographic boundaries.
Partnerships between local and international firms can increase value creation, as borne out by recent partnership
agreements between Caterpillar and PowerHive in Africa, ABB and Husk Power in India, Mitsui and OMC in India,
ENGIE and Mandalay Yoma Energy in Myanmar, and Schneider Electric with both EM-ONE and GVE in Nigeria.
Industry associations can facilitate collaboration and deal-making between local and international
entities. AMDA comprises 27 developers, each operating a portfolio of commercially viable mini grids in
Sub-Saharan Africa. AMDA helps its members present a unified voice and facilitates deals between developers
and suppliers. By collecting data from their members, associations can present data-driven opportunities to
investors as well as suppliers of specialized products and services.
Private-sector players are also beginning to focus on specific segments of the value chain. First- and
second-generation mini grid operators often were responsible for each step of the mini grid project lifecycle,
from identifying sites and determining the demand profile, to designing the system, procuring the various
components and installing them, and finally managing system operation and collecting payment. Increasingly
with third-generation mini grids, private-sector players are specializing in specific aspects of the mini grid value
chain, thus enabling a greater ability to scale through replicability. For example, Sparkmeter produces smart
meters for the mini grid market, ESRI creates geospatial software for mini grid developers and national electrification planners, Odyssey Energy Solutions provides a data-driven, Web-based market-exchange platform
for mini grid portfolios, and AMMP develops mini grid monitoring software. This trend follows a similar path that
has been followed by the somewhat older and more mature off-grid solar industry. For a number of years after
their emergence within the sector, companies that sold PAYG systems were highly vertically integrated—largely
because of the nascent nature of the market and lack of sufficient potential business-to-business partners. But
recently a number of these companies—from solar panel manufacturers to local distributors and financial intermediaries—have started to break up the value chain by forming fruitful partnerships (Waldron 2017).
At the same time, private-sector–led mini grids can pave the way for more financially viable grid
extension in the future. Private-sector–led mini grids are typically designed to interconnect with the main
grid, which allows for load balancing as well as transmission and distribution support at the end of the line.
They also promote income-generating uses of electricity and create local economic development. As a result,
once the main grid arrives, significant demand for electricity already exists and customers have a greater ability
to pay, increasing the economic viability of the grid. New regulations give developers options for what happens
when the main grid arrives, and cost reductions in mini grid components enable developers to build gridinterconnection–ready systems while keeping tariffs at affordable levels. Even though these regulations
exist, they are not yet widely adopted.
For more information on private-sector participation in the mini grid industry value chain by both local and international
companies, as well as the results of nationally representative surveys of mini grid operators in Cambodia, Myanmar, and Nepal,
see chapter 7 of the book (“Local and International Industry”).
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CREATING THE ENVIRONMENT FOR
TAKE-OFF OF MINI GRID PORTFOLIOS
Connecting 490 million people by 2030 will require utilities and private companies to develop and operate more than 210,000 mini grids. National utility companies in Kenya, Madagascar, the Philippines, Russia,
and many other countries are already important developers of mini grids. Private-sector developers—including
PowerGen, OMC, GVE, and Husk Power—are developing large portfolios of mini grids. In a well-established
market, private-sector–led initiatives have a better chance of reaching exponential growth—something that is
needed to reach universal access by 2030. National utilities also see an expanding role for mini grids based on
their organizational cost-benefit analysis.
Several important changes to the mini grid ecosystem will enable utilities and the private sector to scale
up their portfolios. They include the following:
• use of geospatial analysis to create national electrification strategies and mini grid portfolios for investment
• workable mini grid regulations and enabling business environments that make it easier for mini grid companies to do business.
• stronger institutional frameworks
• increased access to finance from investors and development partners
• training and skills-building initiatives and effective community engagement strategies
This section discusses each of these areas.

USING GEOSPATIAL ANALYSIS IN PORTFOLIO PLANNING AND IN
NATIONAL ELECTRIFICATION PLANNING
A portfolio approach to mini grid development is becoming mainstream in the mini grid industry and in
national electrification planning, thanks to new geospatial analysis technologies. Geographic information
system (GIS) software and geospatial data are becoming key tools for planning electrification at the national
level and performing rapid site assessments. The following factors are mainstreaming digital tools:
• technological advances and cost reductions in satellite imaging and machine learning
• the increased sophistication of algorithms and analytical software
• the proliferation of global positioning system (GPS) devices and Web-based and mobile technologies
• the availability of high-quality open-source software
• the accessibility of big data and cloud-based computing.
Countries are using geospatial analysis to develop national electrification plans that clearly delineate
areas for mini grids (figure ES.5). Through a geospatial approach to national electrification planning, the
existing grid network is mapped and its attributes are digitalized. The supply of and demand for electricity
are geo-located and overlaid with supporting data, including demographic (population density and growth
patterns); social infrastructure (schools, health centers, churches, administrative offices); and economic
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FIGURE ES.5 Process for using geospatial analysis in least-cost electrification planning at the national level
Innovation from the frontier: least-cost electrification planning sequence.
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For more information on how to use geospatial analysis to develop national electrification plans, please see chapter 4 of the
book (“Geospatial and Digital Tools for Electrification and Portfolio Planning”).

(household income, poverty, commercial activities, willingness to pay) data. Spatial modeling then delivers a
least-cost plan that identifies the optimal grid or off-grid technology—technology that is tailored to local circumstances, technically feasible, and economically viable. Even though these national plans for the first time in history include all options for electrification—grid extension, mini grids, and off-grid—they still rely to some extent
on chosen input assumptions that can result in a more advantaged position of one solution over the other. It is
important that, during the preparation of these plans, the different stakeholders are carefully consulted so that
the ultimate outcome is carried out by as many stakeholders as possible. Countries using advanced geospatial
analysis to develop national electrification plans include Ethiopia, Kenya, Myanmar, Nigeria, and Rwanda.
Geospatial analysis can also be used as part of a portfolio planning approach for mini grid development, to complement a comprehensive national least-cost electrification planning framework and, in the
absence of such a framework, where grid extension is expected to be limited or unlikely because of political
considerations, insolvency of the distribution companies, and so forth. Geospatial portfolio planning, which
is already being used by a number of established mini grid companies in Sub-Saharan Africa, significantly
reduces the pre-investment cost associated with preparing sites for mini grid development compared with traditional approaches, which rely heavily on the deployment of full multidisciplinary teams to villages to explore
the scope for mini grid electrification.
A broader picture of the locations and characteristics of communities that can be considered at a
portfolio level will enable mini grid developers to exploit economies of scale and prepare quicker, more
cost-effective roll-out plans and plans for service and maintenance. At a more micro level, geospatial tools can
be used for mini grid generation sizing and distribution network planning. Some of these tools can expedite the
process of identifying potential sites for mini grids; collecting, estimating and analyzing customer data; optimizing mini grid system designs; and finding/selecting developers and investors, using innovations from the frontier as examples. Examples from the frontier include private developers, who are using geospatial and other
digital technologies to improve preparation of portfolios of mini grid projects, as well as public-sector programs
that are taking advantage of such disruptive technologies to facilitate implementation of mini grid projects.
Governments can also use geospatial and other digital tools to catalyze deployment of mini grids led
by the private sector to supply electricity to off-grid communities. For example, Nigeria’s Rural Electrification Agency is holding minimum subsidy tenders for portfolios of promising mini grid sites that it has identified and for which it has collected market intelligence. The Rural Electrification Agency with support from the
World Bank has developed an innovative protocol for mini grid site identification, screening, and analysis using
geospatial tools—including a geospatial portfolio planning methodology to assess and select the communities to be included in the minimum subsidy tenders—to prepare portfolios of mini grid projects and crowd in
private-sector cofinancing.
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REGULATING THE SECTOR AND MAKING IT EASIER TO DO BUSINESS
No single approach to regulating mini grids works best in all settings, and regulation has costs as
well as benefits. ESMAP has developed a series of decision trees that present options for how to regulate
mini grids and the conditions under which each option is suitable. The decision trees are not prescriptive. They
can provide guidance to help regulators and policy makers make informed decisions in five regulatory areas:
market entry, tariffs, technical specifications, service standards, and what happens when the main grid arrives
in the service area of a mini grid. The decision tree for main grid arrival options is presented in this section; the
main report presents decision trees for the other four regulatory areas in chapter 11. Table ES.7 briefly summarizes the focus of each of these decision trees.
The approach to regulation should be light handed, based on the following principles (Tenenbaum and
others 2014):
• Minimize the amount of information required by the regulator.
• Limit the number of separate regulatory processes and decisions.
• Use standardized documents and forms.
• Acknowledge and draw on related decisions made by other government or community bodies.
At the same time, regulations should evolve as the mini grid market matures. As the market matures,
mini grids evolve from marginally viable competitive entrants to potential monopoly providers of essential
services. In early stages, overly stringent regulation can choke the sector’s growth; in later stages, however,
closer regulation is usually necessary to protect customers. Regulators can manage the regulatory evolution
required of this sector by defining its growth phases and spelling out, in advance, the regulations that will apply
at each stage.
TABLE. ES.7 Overview of ESMAP decision trees on options for mini grid regulation
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Decision Tree Topic

Overview

Arrival of the main grid
(see figure ES.6)

This decision tree provides options for what happens when the main grid arrives in the service
area of a mini grid, including operating as a small power distributor (SPD) or small power
producer (SPP).

Market entry

This decision tree provides options for regulating entry of mini grid developers into the market
and indicates the conditions under which one of the four entry regulation options (registration,
permitting, licensing, or no regulation of entry) would be most appropriate. The first branches of
the tree are determined by what is legally required to operate as a mini grid business and how
much control the regulator wishes to exert on who enters the market.

Retail tariffs

The options presented in this decision tree depend on the availability and type of subsidies and
whether or not a uniform national tariff is required. The five options include willing buyer-willing
seller tariff-setting schemes, efficient new entrant price caps, individualized cost-based tariff
limits, bid tariffs, to uniform national tariffs.

Service standards

The first branches of this decision tree are determined by the maturity of the mini grid market
(less stringent service standards may be more acceptable in more nascent markets) and the
availability of subsidies. The options for regulating service standards orange from no service
standards, to reporting standards, to differentiated standards, to uniform mini grid-specific
standards, to grid-level standards.

Technical standards

This decision tree presents the options for regulating technical standards, and the first branches
of the tree are determined by whether future integration of mini grids with the country’s main
grid is expected. The options for technical standards range from safety standards only, to mini
grid-specific, to optional grid-compatible standards, to mandatory grid-compatible or main-grid
standards.
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Several countries are developing mini grid–specific regulatory frameworks that support private-sector
investment. Across Asia and Africa, countries like Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, Kenya, Nigeria, Rwanda,
Tanzania,11 and Zambia have developed regulatory frameworks for mini grids that address key issues.
A formal regulatory agency does not need to be in place to make these decisions. Regulatory decisions
can be embodied in a legal contract between the developer and a government authority tasked with oversight
of the mini grid. Bangladesh and Myanmar offer two examples of this approach.
In countries that have established formal regulatory agencies, these entities can play an important role
in guiding the mini grid sector forward. For example, in Cambodia, the Electricity Authority of Cambodia
(EAC) played an important role throughout the lifecycle of the mini grid sector. It provided very light regulation
at the initial phase through the requirement for developers to register with the EAC, and became much more
prescriptive when the sector was well established through, for example, the introduction of a universal tariff.
The EAC ensured that this lower tariff regime was balanced with sufficient compensation through the Rural
Electrification Fund.
There are generally four options for regulating how mini grids can enter the market:
• Decide not to regulate market entry.
• Require that mini grids register with the appropriate government entity.
• Require that mini grids obtain a permit, typically granted by the regulator, to operate.
• Require that mini grids obtain a license, typically granted by the regulator, to operate.
Chapter 11 of the main report provides country-specific examples of these options, but in general, registration,
permitting, and licensing require increasing levels of information from the developer and review from the regulator. In some countries, mini grids of different sizes have different market entry requirements (for example,
smaller mini grids need only to register, whereas larger mini grids must obtain a permit or license).
Analysis of different countries’ regulatory frameworks for mini grids revealed five approaches to regulating mini grid retail tariffs:
• willing buyer/willing seller
• efficient new-entrant price cap
• bid tariff
• individualized cost-based tariff limits
• national uniform tariff.
The uniform national tariff option is viable only if significant and sustainable subsidies are available—something that requires commitment from the government to ensure that the funds are available to the implementing
parties in a transparent and predictable measure. Ghana is an example of a country that requires mini grids
to adhere to the national uniform tariff. The choice among the other four options, each of which can in theory
enable mini grid developers to recover their costs, depends on the capacity of the regulatory agency and the
importance the government gives to reducing the risk of monopoly pricing, compared with the emphasis the
government places on driving rapid expansion by minimizing red tape and allowing attractive returns on investment. For example, Nigeria has adopted a willing-buyer, willing-seller approach to regulating tariffs for mini
grids smaller than 100 kW, in part to stimulate rapid growth in the nascent mini grid market.
Regardless of which tariff regulation option is implemented, regulatory authorities should adhere
to the following general principle when accounting for subsidies in their regulation of retail tariffs:
If a subsidy is authorized, mandated, provided, or allowed by the government, the regulator should not take
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actions that would nullify or reduce the effect of the subsidy. Instead, the regulator should take regulatory
actions that help to ensure that the subsidy is delivered to its intended target as efficiently as possible. The
regulator, however, should periodically inform the government of the costs and benefits of the subsidy
(Tenenbaum and others 2014, 122).
With regard to service standards, regulatory authorities generally follow one of the following
approaches:
• Require only that developers report their service levels.
• Develop and enforce standards that are specific to a particular mini grid or portfolio of mini grids.
• Develop and enforce standards that are uniform for all mini grids.
• Require mini grids to adhere to the same standards as the main grid.
Requiring main grid–level standards is typically possible only if subsidies are available. The choice among the
other options depends in part on the level of the regulatory agency’s administrative capacity. Nigeria and Peru
are two examples of countries that have set different service standards for different types of mini grids.
In Nigeria, mini grids smaller than 100 kW can choose to follow the recommended service standards while
more stringent standards are mandatory for larger mini grids. In Peru, different service standards apply to mini
grids serving rural or urban areas.
In addition to setting service standards, regulators also set technical standards for mini grids, of which
the options are generally as follows:
• Set minimum safety standards only.
• Set mini grid–specific standards.
• Set optional main grid–compatible standards.
• Set mandatory main grid–compatible standards.
• Set main grid standards.
The choice of option depends on the availability of subsidies (higher standards typically require subsidies) and
what happens when the main grid arrives (main grid–compatible standards are the minimum for enabling mini
grids to interconnect with the main grid). A growing number of countries require mini grids to adhere to main
grid–compatible standards. Bangladesh, Cambodia, Kenya, Nigeria, Sri Lanka, and Tanzania all require at
least some types of mini grids (often those that are larger than a certain size) to be technically compatible
with the main grid or to follow the main grid’s technical standards.
The arrival of the main grid is one of the biggest risks private mini grid developers face. Mini grid regulations should explicitly state the options for what happens when the main grid arrives, and provide
as much clarity as possible about how each option would be implemented (figure ES.6). There are six
options for what happens when the main grid arrives in the service area of a mini grid:
• Allow the mini grid to operate as a small power distributor (SPD).
• Allow the mini grid to operate as a small power producer (SPP).
• Allow the mini grid to operate as an SPD and SPP.
• Allow the mini grid developer to sell its eligible assets to the utility.
• Allow the mini grid to coexist with the main grid.
• Require the mini grid to decommission and remove its assets.
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FIGURE ES.6 Decision tree for determining what happens to mini grids when the main grid arrives
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For more information on different options for mini grid regulations and reducing red tape for mini grid businesses, please
refer to Chapters 11 and 12 in the book, respectively.

For more information on regulating mini grids and reducing red tape, see chapters 11 and 12 of the book (“Workable Mini Grid
Regulations” and “Enabling Business Environment”).
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The SPP, SPD, and SPP+SPD options require the mini grid to have been built at least to main grid–compatible
standards. The asset buy-out option requires a credible compensation mechanism in order to be workable for
private-sector mini grid developers. More and more countries are implementing regulations that specify options
for when the main grid arrives in the service area of mini grids, including Bangladesh, Cambodia, India (Uttar
Pradesh), Nigeria, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Zambia.
Compatibility and interconnection with the grid depend on utilities’ capacity to effectively understand,
operate, and absorb the value of mini grids. To connect half a billion people to mini grids by 2030, regulations for mini grids and utilities will need to consider mini grids as a complementary resource to utility services
(necessitating technical requirements for both utilities and mini grids to enable interconnection). At the same
time, regulators will need to be aware that utilities may perceive mini grids as undesirable competition. As a
result, regulations should avoid placing utility companies in gatekeeper roles, such as giving utilities the sole
authority to identify mini grid service areas, and should specify as clearly as possible how interconnection
options are to be implemented.
Two regulatory innovations can further incentivize private-sector investment in mini grids:
• regulation by contract, in which mini grid regulations are embodied in a legal contract
• an arbitration-style appeal mechanism, in which an independent entity or tribunal can be asked to review a
regulator’s decisions, with the authority to overturn the regulator’s decision
The goal of a regulatory framework for mini grids should be to promote good service at the lowest
cost-recovery tariffs. Pursuit of this goal throughout the stages of development of a country’s mini grid
sector—taking into account subsidies and the broader national electrification strategy—requires a regulatory
framework that is predictable but flexible enough to evolve as the market does.
Innovative solutions that cut down on red tape and make it easier for mini grid developers to do business include the following:
• A handful of countries have developed standardized templates for key bureaucratic processes that affect
mini grids, including standardized power purchase agreements, which define the terms under which mini
grid developers sell electricity to the main grid, and standardized environmental and social management
systems, which identify when mini grid developers obtain environmental approvals.
• Technology platforms are emerging to connect developers with investors and suppliers and to run largescale mini grid tenders. These platforms significantly increase market efficiencies.
• In countries where the absence of a formal regulator increases the risk that mini grid developers face
multiple layers of government oversight, governments can formally delegate oversight authority to a single
entity—usually the local government or a government agency that provides grants or subsidies to mini grid
developers (such as a rural electrification agency).
• Introduction of e-government can reduce overhead cost for business registration, land and building permits,
and environmental approvals. The World Bank’s Doing Business reports provide a good overview of the
level of red tape one can expect in a country.
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STRENGTHENING THE INSTITUTIONAL MODEL AND FRAMEWORK
National-level institutions are supporting the scale-up of mini grids as a key element of electrification
strategies. Haiti’s Ministry of Public Works has developed a special unit, the Energy Cell, to implement a
World Bank–funded project to deploy mini grids in more than 50 municipalities. Nigeria’s Rural Electrification Agency is implementing the largest mini grid program in Africa, targeting 850 mini grids by 2025, out of
an estimated potential market of 10,000 sites. Regulatory agencies in Haiti, Nigeria, Rwanda, Zambia, and
several other countries have teams dedicated to mini grids. Ministries, national utilities, and rural electrification
agencies are collaborating on national electrification plans, as in the examples from Kenya, Nigeria, Myanmar,
and Rwanda mentioned earlier.
National electrification policies are specifying the link between gender equality and uptake of off-grid
solutions. Countries like Ethiopia in their national electrification policy recognize the challenges affecting
women’s participation in the off-grid sector and have integrated support for female entrepreneurs, wholesalers,
and distributors as well as women as users through trainings, communication campaigns and credit lines.
ESMAP’s research identified four characteristics of an institutional framework that can support mini
grids, given the diversity in potential mini grid delivery models. The most common delivery models for
mini grids are build-own-operate, public–private partnerships, concessions, utility models with and without
private-sector involvement, and cooperative models. Strong institutional frameworks that can accommodate
the diversity in delivery models have the following characteristics:
• Governments recognize mini grids as a desirable and viable electrification option.
• Government institutions support mini grid development through their actions and decisions.
• The institutional framework is flexible enough in principle to support a variety of mini grid delivery models.
• The framework minimizes duplication of oversight and conflicting roles.
Many entities are part of the institutional framework that affects mini grids. They include ministries of
energy, labor, finance, and the environment; the national utility; the energy regulator; the rural electrification (or
energy) agency; the environmental agency; the bureau of standards; energy associations; local development
banks and financial institutions; social agencies and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs); customs authorities; and international development banks and development partners. Figure ES.7 provides an example of the
ecosystem of institutions that typically affect mini grid developers.
Government agencies are well positioned to increase the productive uses of electricity in agricultural,
industrial, and service sectors. In Bangladesh IDCOL has improved the economics of mini grids through
load-promotion efforts that include education about the benefits of switching from diesel engines to electric
motors for agricultural milling. Mini grid regulations in Tanzania allow mini grid developers to finance customers’ productive-use equipment through on-bill financing.
Adopting a comprehensive, multistakeholder approach can increase the impact of government efforts
to promote productive uses of electricity. Government-led initiatives can include enhancing the knowledge
and skills of small and microbusinesses on how to use newfound electrical and motive power for profitable
enterprise, enhancing the technical and financial management capacity of women’s enterprises, strengthening
access to markets, creating linkages and access to financial products and services, and enhancing extension
or business development services. The combined impact of these efforts exceeds the impact of any single initiative or focus area on its own; many stakeholders and partners can be actively engaged, such as local NGOs
and microfinance institutions.
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FIGURE ES.7 Sample institutional framework affecting mini grid developers
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For more information on the institutional frameworks affecting mini grids and mini grid delivery models, see chapter 10 of the
book (“Institutional Framework”).

Development partners can support institutional frameworks that promote private-sector approaches
to mini grid development. Development partners can act as knowledge brokers of best practices, assist
national or regional administrations in building the capacity of all relevant agencies, and assist in designing
and implementing monitoring and evaluation programs to track the deployment of mini grids, among other
supporting activities.

BUILDING HUMAN CAPITAL AND ENGAGING THE COMMUNITY
Scaling up mini grid deployments will be possible only if human capital keeps pace with financial
capital. Innovative technologies and initiatives have emerged to train the stakeholders needed to support a
thriving mini grid industry. ESMAP has identified almost 50 training programs for key stakeholder groups in the
mini grid ecosystem, including developers, financiers, policy makers, and regulators. Many of these courses
rely on new technologies (box ES.2). For example, LED Safari’s flexible curriculum design and remote Webbased training enables developers and governments to develop high-quality, reputable certification programs.
Comprehensive training programs that follow a train-the-trainer approach, such as the IEEE Smart Village’s
Comprehensive Training Program, can provide training to thousands of people. These programs seek to create
a skilled, knowledgeable ecosystem of stakeholders that can support the rapid scale-up of mini grids.
Capacity needs assessments are a critical early step in designing training and skills-building initiatives.
They reveal gaps in key areas, including technical expertise, management skills, institutional capacity, policy
frameworks, partnerships, knowledge, and implementation know-how. Needs assessments generally follow a
four-step process—identifying key actors, determining the project’s or portfolio’s capacity needs, assessing existing capacity, and identifying capacity gaps—that can be carried out through a mixed-methods approach using
existing data or data collected from key informant interviews, focus group discussions, and surveys.
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Knowledge and skills gaps exist in every stakeholder group in the mini grid ecosystem. Trainings are
therefore needed at the national, project, portfolio, and community levels. National-level trainings can
focus on policy and regulation; planning; monitoring; and technical certifications that are relevant for mini grid
construction, operations, and maintenance. Project- and portfolio-level training can build developers’ capacity
in site assessment, feasibility studies, construction, operations, and maintenance. Community-level trainings
can increase awareness and understanding of mini grid services, increase the uptake and use of productiveuse appliances, and prioritize skills building for women.
In parallel, community engagement strategies can help increase productive uses of electricity and
stimulate demand for mini grid services. Two innovations have the potential to reduce costs and improve
the effectiveness of community engagement initiatives:
• ESMAP worked with Quicksand Design Studio to pilot a smartphone app and accompanying online YouTube–like platform called Mini Grid Stories. The app-website platform lets developers engage with communities at very low cost. Following simple on-screen instructions, mini grid customers and staff of mini
grid companies use the free smartphone app to create short videos—on how a customer uses electricity in
her small business, for example—and upload them to Mini Grid Stories, where the videos can be viewed,
shared, and downloaded. The approach was inspired by the success of the agricultural Web-based platform Digital Green, which uses videos for agricultural extension work. Studies have found that Digital Green
reached 24 percent more farmers than traditional agricultural extension approaches, resulted in 35 percent
higher uptake of promoted practices, increased women’s access to extension information by 20–25 percent,
and was 10 times more cost efficient than traditional community engagement services on a cost-per-adoption
basis (Abate and others 2018).
• The Rockefeller Foundation launched Smart Power India (SPI), a comprehensive community engagement
initiative, to bring electricity to 1,000 villages and 1 million Indians (Muther 2016). This India-based, Indian-led
organization intermediates between key stakeholders, including developers, national and local government
entities, and community organizations (Rockefeller Foundation 2017). SPI’s approach is called “Community
Engagement, Load Acquisition and Micro-enterprise Development” (CELAMeD). With SPI support, developers have crafted communication and marketing strategies to inform consumers about the benefits of renewable energy and catalyze the growth of rural businesses (Smart Power India 2017). SPI has supported the
installation of more than 100 mini grids, affecting more than 40,000 people (Rockefeller Foundation 2017).
One developer working with SPI trained more than 140 potential and existing entrepreneurs; 30 percent
were women, 40 percent set up new businesses, and 20 percent expanded their existing businesses (Smart
Power India 2016).
Experience from successful mini grid developers indicates that community engagement begins by
raising awareness before moving to adoption, productive operation, and word-of-mouth marketing.
Community engagement requires a flexible approach; a clear understanding of the local socioeconomic and
cultural characteristics; and tailoring of promotional tools, materials, and channels.12 Table ES.8 summarizes
the key community engagement activities for each phase of the typical mini grid project cycle.
The benefits of prioritizing access to female-led households and small businesses and increasing
the participation of women in management positions in mini grid businesses are clear. Mini grids can
significantly increase women’s productivity, particularly in female-dominated, labor-intensive agricultural and
food-processing activities. Women are 9–23 percent more likely to gain employment outside the home following electrification (Smith 2000). Electrification can reduce fertility levels, through greater exposure to television
(Buckley 2012). Electrifying health clinics for lighting and the refrigeration of medication has an especially beneficial impact on maternal health. Mini grid projects can create jobs for women while shaping new community
decision-making and leadership models by placing women in leadership roles.
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TABLE. ES.8 Key community engagement activities through mini grid project phases
Design and Planning

Promotion and information

Obtain prospective
user and situational
information:
• Customer
expectations
• Current energy use
• Geographic conditions
Prepare a mini grid
design that is:
• Socially inclusive
(tariff structure,
meeting expectations)
• Technically sound
(load distribution and
likely future demand)
• Financially viable
(cost-covering tariff)

Increase community-level
awareness of energy access
issues
Provide relevant information
(e.g., potential productive
uses) and raise active interest
to promote early buy-in and
sign-up
Assist prospective customers
in their registration decision
with specific, detailed
information (sign-up, tariff,
payment methods, etc.)

Community
Local leaders and
authorities
Financial institutions
Local and national
government agencies

Financing and
procurement

Note: ABC = Anchor-Business-Community; CE = community engagement; CSC = community service center; ESCO = energy service company;
HR = human resources; ICT = information and communications technology; O&M = operations and maintenance; PUE = productive uses of
energy; WTP/ATP = willingness to pay/ability to pay.
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BOX ES.2

Developing a database of 50 training courses for mini grid stakeholders
ESMAP has developed a database of more than 50 training courses and entities that provide trainings
that are relevant to the mini grid sector. These training programs are available all over the world—and
many can be delivered remotely. They target policy makers and regulators, developers, engineers,
and operators. Most of the training programs provide a formal certificate upon satisfactory completion
of the course.

For more information on training and skills building for mini grid industry stakeholders, see chapter 9 of the book (“Training &
Skill Development”). For insights on how to engage with communities, see chapter 6 (“Community Engagement”).
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INCREASING ACCESS TO FINANCE
Private investors—both domestic and international—are financing third-generation mini grids and driving innovation in financing mechanisms. Private financiers invested $259 million in developers building mini
grids in low-income countries between 2013 and 2018, mostly as equity (BNEF 2019). Impact investors and
commercial investors, as well as local and national banks, have developed equity, debt, and blended finance
options to help developers scale up their mini grid business. Acumen, Bamboo Capital Partners, Crossboundary Energy, InfraCo Africa, and Shell Foundation are just a few exa smples of recent investors in mini grids.
Development partners, including the World Bank, have increased financing for mini grids, from millions
of dollars in the 2000s to billions of dollars in 2018. A group of 15 major international donors and development partners, including the World Bank, has collectively committed more than $1.3 billion just to mini grid
investment (that is, excluding funding for technical assistance and research). Six of these organizations have
investment commitments for mini grids that total more than $100 million: AFD, AfDB, DfID, GIZ, the Islamic
Development Bank, and the World Bank. Moving from commitments to disbursements and investments, however,
will require sustained efforts and close collaboration with governments and the private sector. Donor support to
mini grids covers slightly more than 10 percent of the $12.4 billion total planned investment in mini grids globally,
according to ESMAP’s analysis of funding commitments from donors and development partners.
The World Bank has committed more than $660 million to mini grids over the next five to seven years.
As of June 2019, its mini grid portfolio consisted of 37 projects in 33 countries (29 approved by the World Bank
Board and 8 under preparation). The investment plans of this portfolio project the deployment of 2,200 mini
grids by 2025, with the expectation of bringing electricity to nearly 6 million people. Even more important than
the direct impact is the expected crowding in of private-sector development and investment, which is expected
to leverage $1.1 billion of cofinancing from private-sector, government, and development partners.
In the 33 countries in the World Bank’s mini grid portfolio, the Bank’s investment commitment represents on average about 25 percent of the total investment in mini grids in each country from governments, the private sector, and development partners. On a demand basis, the World Bank will continue
to provide support for well-designed, new energy-access projects that included mini grid investments. In the
broader context, the upscaling of financing in the sector will need the involvement of the World Bank, development partners, and governments, at least at the same level of engagement over the next five years, in order
to create the leverage for exponential private-sector involvement. In the longer run, the percentages of public
funds compared with overall investment should taper off with the growth of private-sector investment.
Private mini grid developers typically face five main barriers to accessing finance:
• Many potential private financiers do not have experience lending to mini grids or even small-scale infrastructure projects, so they consider mini grids as too risky. For example, they are not aware of the improved
revenue collection methods, where the developers use remote-controlled prepay meters.
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• Developers often cannot charge tariffs that cover all of their costs because many potential consumers are
unable to pay the full costs of mini grid electricity, and some regulatory frameworks require mini grids to
adhere to the same national uniform tariff as the main grid.
• Local for-profit and community developers often lack the financial resources to meet the equity requirements imposed by conventional lenders.
• Local debt financiers are often unable to provide loans with long-term tenors because their business model
revolves around short-term deposits and lending.13
• Uncertainty about future macroeconomic conditions—particularly regulatory risks, exchange rates, interest
rates, and the economic growth rate—discourages investment.
Governments and their development partners are preparing packages of financial support for mini grid
developers that help them overcome these barriers and finance the scale-up of mini grid deployments.
Different financing packages—consisting of different combinations of equity, debt, subsidy, and risk-sharing
mechanisms—are required for different types of mini grid developers. Larger international and local firms tend
to have significant access to equity and debt; smaller, mostly local firms usually do not. Female-led enterprises
and project developers may require an expanded support package, as women often face additional barriers to
accessing finance.
Three innovations in equity investment for mini grids are emerging:
• equity crowdfunding, in which developers offer small amounts of equity to a large number of investors
through an online platform
• mezzanine finance (such as convertible notes), in which a lender has the right to convert its loan to an equity
stake in the company
• socially oriented equity investment, in which investors take an equity stake in a company but accept a lower
financial return in exchange for demonstrable social impact
One common debt facilitation intervention in donor-supported projects is an upfront credit line. In this
multitier lending mechanism, the government receives funds from development partners, such as the World
Bank, selects qualified participating financial institutions (PFIs) interested in financing mini grids, and on-lends
the development partner funds to the PFIs in local currency using loans with a long tenor and market-conforming interest rates. The PFIs then lend to mini grid developers using loans denominated and repaid in local currency, with market-conforming interest rates and loan tenors that are longer than what is locally common. The
PFIs assume the commercial risk for the loan, repaying the government even if the mini grid developer fails to
repay the loan, except in cases where the loan is packaged with a guarantee mechanism, which can also be
an option. Box ES.3 presents an example of a government-backed debt facility in Bangladesh.
Two debt-financing innovations have recently emerged for private-sector mini grids:
• In a convertible note, a loan can be converted into equity on terms that are favorable to the lender, thereby
reducing the loan’s interest rate.
• In peer-to-peer lending, a mini grid developer borrows, without collateral, from a group of individuals or
institutional lenders, using an online lending platform.
Four types of subsidies can help mini grid developers and customers finance their costs:
• pre-investment subsidies, such as market and resource assessments, geospatial planning, prefeasibility and
feasibility studies, and technical assistance
• capital cost subsidies, preset as a share of “reasonable” capital costs or based on lowest-subsidy bids
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• connection cost subsidies, paid either to the developer or to customers, as either grants or concessionary
loans
• usage subsidies, including subsidies built into the tariff structure, such as lifeline tariffs, and subsidies paid
to customers for the purchase of energy-efficient appliances and electromechanical equipment
Each of these subsidies has advantages and disadvantages, and each has different specific objectives, which
governments and development partners will need to consider when deciding which of these to implement, if
any. Chapter 8 in the book provides a detailed discussion of the pros and cons and differences in the objectives of each subsidy mechanism. Developers are also pursuing start-up grants, such as those provided by
business plan competitions, to help them develop and prove innovative technologies and business models.
Performance-based subsidies can significantly reduce the cost of mini grid electricity and allow mini
grid services to be affordable to a larger group of end users. According to ESMAP analysis, a 40 percent
capital cost grant reduces the LCOE from $0.55/kWh to $0.43/ kWh in a scenario with very low productive
uses of electricity (table ES.9). In a scenario in which productive uses increase the mini grid’s load factor to
40 percent, the same 40 percent capital cost grant reduces the LCOE from $0.42/kWh to $0.34/kWh.
Performance-based grants for mini grids based on a percentage of the developer’s cost to connect
new customers are often less than the implicit or explicit subsidy that the main grid receives for each
new connection. As table ES.9 shows, a performance-based grant equivalent to 40 percent of a developer’s
connection costs would enable a developer to charge customers a tariff that was 11–22 percent less than
its unsubsidized LCOE. Meanwhile, a survey of 39 national utility companies in Africa showed that utilities
received explicit or implicit subsidies that enabled them to sell electricity at prices that were on average 41 percent—and up to 80 percent—less than the utilities’ unsubsidized LCOE (Trimble and others 2014; Kojima and
Trimble 2016). This would indicate that many national utilities in Africa receive implicit subsidies that are more
than 40 percent of the connection cost. With national utility connection costs often exceeding $2,000 in rural
areas (Trimble and others 2014; Blimpo and Cosgrove-Davies 2019), it is therefore likely that many national
utilities in Africa receive implicit cost subsidies in excess of $800 per connection. To put this in perspective, in
ESMAP’s detailed survey of the costs of 53 operational mini grids in Africa and Asia, the average cost per connection was $1,988, although 12 mini grids had connection costs of around $1,000 or less. In ESMAP’s dataTABLE ES.9 Impact of performance-based subsidies of capital expenses on the levelized cost of

electricity, 2018 and 2030

Share of performance-based
grants of CAPEX (percent)

2018
($/kWh)

2030
($/kWh)

22

0

0.55

0.33

22

40

0.43

0.23

22

60

0.37

0.19

40

0

0.42

0.22

40

40

0.34

0.15

40

60

0.31

0.12

80

0

0.35

0.23

80

40

0.31

0.19

80

60

0.29

0.17

Load factor (percent)

Source: ESMAP analysis.
Note: Levelized cost of electricity data are for a well-designed solar-hybrid mini grid with 294 kilowatts of firm power output serving more
than 5,000 people. A detailed discussion of the underlying analysis is presented in chapter 8 of the main book. CAPEX = capital expenses;
kWh = kilowatt-hour.
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base of more than 7,500 planned mini grids, the average connection cost was $2,175. A performance-based
grant equivalent to 40 percent of a mini grid developer’s connection costs, therefore, would represent about
$400–$900 per connection.
Performance-based financing can help mini grid developers cover the viability gap but needs to
account for gender equity issues. In recent years, many governments have provided output- or resultsbased subsidies. Some award grants are on a per-connection basis, paying developers a fixed amount for
each new connection they serve over a minimum time period (for example, Nigeria’s Rural Electrification
Agency is using it as part of the World Bank–supported Nigeria Electrification Project—see box ES.3).
Per-connection subsidies can also be combined with support for connecting productive-use customers, as
Haiti’s Ministry of Public Works is planning to do as part of the World Bank––and Scaling Up Renewable
Energy Program––supported Renewable Energy for All project. However, mechanisms to support customer
connections need to pay attention to equity issues related to gender. If connection charges are too expensive
for female-headed households, or if connecting to the mini grid requires a land title or proof of collateral, the
benefits of mini grid electricity will not reach male and female customers equally.
Performance-based grants should be applied with caution, however, as relying exclusively on final output makes it difficult for developers to finance their upfront capital costs. Therefore, it is reasonable to designate some intermediate results—such as purchase orders or the arrival of goods on site—as a basis for early
subsidy payments. Capital cost subsidies can also dilute the benefits of increasing productive uses of electricity.
Although the combined impact of grants and productive uses on the LCOE is typically greater than either on its
own, their cumulative impact can increase the LCOE when OPEX costs are large relative to CAPEX.14
It is important that any subsidy scheme has an exit/taper policy. The need for subsidies should decline
over time, as a result of at least the following three factors:
• Experience should allow financiers to assess risks more accurately, reducing the risk perception. Thus,
the availability of debt and equity finance is likely to grow.
• The need for pre-investment subsidies should fall as mini grid developers become active in particular
markets.
• Costs are likely to fall as firms gain experience and the scale of the industry increases.
However, as mini grids move into poorer, more remote areas, affordability may be lower, reducing the ability to
taper subsidies.
Interventions to mitigate risks comprise the fourth pillar of a successful financing package to support
the scale-up of mini grids. Three interventions to do so follow:
• risk-sharing schemes, such as first-loss, pari passu, and last-loss guarantees
• political risk guarantees or insurance schemes
• financial instruments that reduce foreign exchange risks, such as full or partial foreign exchange hedges (in
which the exchange rate is locked in for all or part of the duration of the investment) or insurance instruments covering these risks
Experience with these interventions has been limited in the mini grid sector. They would be very helpful in planning large-scale mini grid development.
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BOX ES.3

Innovations from the frontier: results-based financing in Nigeria and
government-backed debt financing in Bangladesh
Private-sector mini grids in Bangladesh can apply for grants and debt financing from the Infrastructure
Development Company Limited (IDCOL), a government-owned financial institution that has received
World Bank financial support. When conducting due diligence on a proposal, IDCOL consults with the
Rural Electrification Board to check on when the main grid is likely to serve the proposed site. IDCOL
also reviews other factors affecting project viability, including potential customers’ willingness to pay
and the reasonableness of cost estimates. If a proposal is approved, IDCOL provides a grant of 50
percent of the capital costs. It can also provide loans for an additional 30 percent of the capital costs.
Loans are for 10 years, with a 2-year grace period and an annual interest rate of 6 percent (below
the market rate). IDCOL has provided $27 million to support 29 mini grids totaling 5.03 megawatts.
Twenty mini grids are in operation, with the balance expected to come online by the end of 2019.
Nearly 80 million people in Nigeria lack access to electricity. To address this challenge, Nigeria’s Rural
Electrification Agency (REA) is implementing the World Bank–supported Nigeria Electrification Project
(NEP), which aims to scale up investment in mini grid and off-grid solutions. On April 15, 2019, the
REA launched the mini grid and solar home system components of the NEP. The mini grid component aims to extend electricity services to 300,000 households and 30,000 enterprises in rural areas
by 2023. This private-sector–led component provides viability gap subsidies to mini grid developers under two funding windows. The first window will distribute viability gap subsidies to 250 sites
selected by the REA through a minimum subsidy tender to help kick-start the industry at scale. Under
the second window, developers can apply for performance-based grants of $350 per connection for
sites of their choice on a rolling basis.

For more information on financing options for mini grids, see chapter 8 of the book (“Access to Finance”).
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GLOBAL MARKET SNAPSHOT
AND OUTLOOK TO 2030
The global mini grid market consists of more than 26,000 installed and planned mini grids in more than
130 countries around the world. ESMAP identified 19,163 mini grids in 134 countries and territories, serving
almost 47 million people (table ES.10). Most of these mini grids are first- and second-generation mini grids,
and approximately half of installed capacity is from diesel and other fossil fuel–powered generators, with hydro
and solar accounting for an additional 20 percent and 13 percent, respectively. Another 7,507 mini grids are
planned for development in 57 countries and territories, and most of these are third-generation mini grids.15
These figures are considerably higher than previous estimates from leading market research firms. Renewable
energy is expected to have a larger share of generating capacity for planned mini grids, with hydro and solar
accounting for 46 percent and 40 percent of planned capacity, respectively.
The number of mini grids built in 2014–18 that incorporate solar PV was twice as high as the number
built in 2009–13. Over the same periods, about the same number of mini grids ran in whole or in part on
diesel. The increase in solar projects reflects the decline in component costs for solar-hybrid mini grids, particularly solar panels and batteries, which incentivized developers to include solar PV in their generation mix.
Looking ahead, more than 85 percent of planned mini grid capacity will come from solar and hydro.

TABLE ES.10 Data on installed mini grid projects, by region
Number of
mini grids

Number of
connections
(millions)

Number of
people
(millions)

Number of
developers
identified

Median
capital cost
($/kW)

South Asia

9,339

2.9

East Asia and
Pacific

6,905

2.9

16.2

537

1,850

298

632

12.1

4,158

4,379

1,721

8,236

Africa

1,465

3.0

14.9

479

6,668

783

3,966

Europe and
Central Asia

594

0.1

0.3

56

5,015

1,007

5,050

United States
and Canada

519

0.2

0.6

246

3,973

2,152

8,551

Latin America
and Caribbean

283

0.7

2.7

188

3,800

456

1,632

Middle East and
North Africa

31

0.1

0.1

17

3,387

32

110

Other Island
Territories

27

> 0.1

> 0.1

9

3,986

31

125

Global total

19,163

10.1

46.9

5,690

4,410

6,481

28,302

Region

Total
capacity
(MW)

Total
investment
(million $)

Source: ESMAP analysis.
Note: Data are scarce for the Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, and Middle East and North Africa regions, where there
are likely to be significantly more mini grids than shown in the table. A detailed discussion of the data sources and analysis is presented in
Chapter 2 of the main book. kW = kilowatt; MW = megawatt.
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Hybridizing existing diesel-powered mini grids represents a multibillion-dollar market opportunity.
ESMAP estimates the installed capacity of the theoretical diesel mini grid market at 1.6–4.6 GW. Using an estimate of $5,100/kW for the investment costs of hybridizing diesel-fired mini grids, based on the actual costs of
hybridizing diesel-fired mini grids in Kenya (Carbon Africa Limited and others 2015), the global market opportunity for hybridizing diesel mini grids is $8–$23 billion.
Five countries in the database have more than 1,000 installed mini grids: Afghanistan, Myanmar, India,
Nepal, and China. As table ES.11 shows, Afghanistan has the most mini grids of any country in the database, with almost 5,000 installed mini grids. While the top-10 countries account for 89 percent of all installed
mini grids, the top-two countries account for almost half (47 percent) of all installed mini grids. In Afghanistan,
where NGOs have developed hundreds of small mini grids, the median mini grid size is 11 kW of installed
capacity, serving 152 connections; in Myanmar, the median mini grid size is 15 kW, serving 79 connections;
and in India, the typical mini grid—again using median values from ESMAP’s dataset—has an installed capacity of 32 kW and serves 123 connections.
Even with these positive trends, achieving universal access to electricity will require the construction of more than 210,000 mini grids by 2030, connecting 490 million people at an investment cost of
TABLE ES.11 Country rankings for key indicators of installed mini grids

Number of
mini grids

Number of
people
(millions,
and % of
population)

Median
capital cost
(US$/kW)

Total
capacity
(MW)

Total
investment
(million US$)

Number of
developers

Developer
portfolios
(mini grids
per portfolio,
and country)

1

Afghanistan
(4,980)

Afghanistan
(8, 21%)

Mexico
($1,456)

United States
(1,594)

United States
($6,332)

Myanmar
(3,986)

NPC-SPUG
(750, Philippines)

2

Myanmar
(3,988)

Philippines
(7, 7%)

Chile
($1,667)

Russia
(671)

Russia
($3,364)

Nepal
(440)

UN Habitat
(646, Afghanistan)

3

India
(2,800)

India
(6, <1%)

Afghanistan
($1,850)

Canada
(558)

Canada
($2,219)

United States
(217)

Aga Khan
Development Network
(551, Afghanistan)

4

Nepal
(1,519)

Madagascar
(4, 14%)

Kenya
($2,102)

China
(472)

China
($2,068)

Mali
(124)

CARE International
(543, Afghanistan)

5

China
(1,184)

Tanzania
(3, 5%)

DRC
($2,320)

Philippines
(397)

Philippines
($2,035)

Peru
(96)

RAO Energy
(500, Russia)

6

Philippines
(896)

D. R. Congo
(3, 3%)

Uganda
($2,435)

Australia
(287)

Madagascar
($1,167)

Burkina Faso
(93)

BRAC
(422, Afghanistan)

7

Indonesia
(583)

Nepal
(2, 6%)

Tanzania
($2,680)

Japan
(219)

Australia
($1,092)

Cambodia
(50)

Afghan Aid
(344, Afghanistan)

8

Russia
(501)

Myanmar
(1, 3%)

Myanmar
($2,707)

Madagascar
(175)

South Korea
($1,072)

Tanzania
(47)

International Rescue
Committee
(344, Afghanistan)

9

United
States
(391)

Peru
(0.9, 3%)

Cambodia
($2,986)

Tanzania
(158)

Japan
($958)

Afghanistan
(42)

Swedish Committee
for Afghanistan
(312, Afghanistan)

10

Senegal
(272)

China
(0.8, <1%)

Indonesia
($3,000)

India
(138)

Spain
(487)

Haiti
(36)

People in Need
(221, Afghanistan)

Total
(% global
total)

17,114
(89%)

35.0
(75%)

n.a.

4,668
(72%)

20,794
(73%)

5,131
(90%)

4,633 mini grids
(24%)

#

Source: ESMAP analysis.
Note: kW = kilowatts; MW = megawatts; n.a. = not applicable.
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almost $220 billion. Meanwhile, the current pace of mini grid development according to ESMAP’s analysis of
mini grid projects in its database would see 31,143 mini grids serving 71.5 million people, at a total investment
cost of $47 billion by 2030 (figure ES.8). This business-as-usual (BAU) scenario assumes that development in
2018–30 follows the same growth trajectory as the 2007–17 data in the ESMAP database.
The market outlook scenarios are informed by the latest research from the SDG7 tracking initiative.
ESMAP constructed the universal access scenarios for the mini grid market between 2018 and 2030 using
global projections from the 2019 Tracking SDG7 report (World Bank and others 2019), as well as data from its
own database of more than 26,000 installed and planned mini grids, and from the International Energy Agency
(IEA 2017). The main assumptions for the three scenarios beyond ESMAP’s BAU are as follows:
• The “SDG7 Tracking 2019: New Policies” scenario follows the latest SDG7 Tracking report’s “New Policies”
scenario, in which current national electrification policies will continue and planned policies will be implemented through 2030, leading to 570 million people gaining access worldwide from all sources of electricity,
which is projected to translate to a 92% global electrification rate. It also uses the IEA’s estimate that 26
percent of people gaining access will do so through mini grids at a cost of more than $3,500 per connection16
(IEA 2017). This scenario sees 147 million people connected to 64,000 mini grids at a total investment cost
of $105 billion by 2030.

FIGURE ES.8 Number of people connected to mini grids under business-as-usual and universal access scenarios,

2018–30

Millions

500
450

People Connected to Mini Grids

400
350
300
250
200
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0

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

ESMAP Survey: BAU

SDG7 Tracking 2019: New Policies

SDG7 Tracking 2019: Universal Access

ESMAP Mini Grid Outlook

2029

2030

Source: ESMAP analysis.
Note: A detailed description of the underlying analysis is provided in chapter 2 of the main book. BAU = business as usual; ESMAP = Energy
Sector Management Assistance Program; SDG7 = Sustainable Development Goal #7.
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• The “SDG7 Tracking 2019: Universal Access” scenario uses the latest SDG7 tracking estimate that, to reach
universal access, 1.2 billion people will need to gain electricity access between 2019 and 2030. It uses the
IEA’s estimate that 35 percent of these people will gain access through mini grids at a cost of more than
$3,300 per connection (IEA 2017). This scenario has almost 430 million people connected to more than
185,000 mini grids at an investment cost of more than $280 billion.
• The “ESMAP Mini Grid Outlook” scenario also uses the latest SDG7 tracking estimate that reaching universal access will require 1.2 billion people gaining electricity access between 2019 and 2030. This scenario,
however, builds on the costing analysis presented in this report, which projects significant cost reductions
for mini grids by 2030. This scenario, therefore, uses a cost per connection of $2,175, which is the average
across the 7,500 planned mini grids in ESMAP’s database and is closer to the cost per connection that
BNEF uses in its universal access scenario (around $1,500) than current IEA connection cost projections
(BNEF 2018). As a result of the projected lower costs, the “ESMAP Mini Grid Outlook” scenario assumes
that mini grids are the least-cost option for 40 percent of the 1.2 billion people who will need to gain electricity access by 2030. This scenario would see 488 million people connected to 213,000 mini grids at an
investment cost of $217 billion.
The gap between the ESMAP BAU and universal access scenarios is vast. The “ESMAP Mini Grid Outlook” scenario suggests that reaching universal access will require connecting an additional 420 million people,
investing an additional $170 billion, and building an additional 180,000 mini grids, over and above the “ESMAP
Survey: BAU” scenario. Mini grids are just one of the three primary solutions to achieve universal access
to electricity by 2030, alongside main grid extensions and solar home systems. The gap in investment and
number of mini grids reported here is for those people who are best served by mini grids instead of main grid
extension and solar home systems.
Achieving universal access to electricity will require a massive increase in annual mini grid deployments. The required scale-up goes from tens to hundreds to thousands of mini grids a year (table ES.12)
under the “ESMAP Mini Grid Outlook” scenario.
TABLE ES.12 ESMAP Mini Grid Outlook targets for number of mini grids that need to be built by 2030

Year

Cumulative number of mini
grids globally

Annual number of mini
grids required globallya

Annual number of
mini grids required in
each of the 20 countries
with the largest electricity
access deficitb

2018 baseline

19,163

About 1,000

10–50

By 2020

28,600

5,200

> 200

By 2025

78,000

14,200

> 500

By 2030

212,700

38,700

> 1,500

Source: ESMAP analysis.
Note:
a. Number of mini grids in target year minus number of mini grids in previous year in ESMAP’s ESMAP Mini Grid Outlook.
b. Based on allocating 80 percent of the annual number of mini grids added globally to the top 20 countries with the highest
electricity access deficit, which collectively account for about 80 percent of the global unelectrified population.

For more information on the current mini grid market and the outlook through 2030, see chapter 2 of the book (“Mini Grids
Today: Where We Are, Where We Are Headed, and Where We Need to Go”).
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MAKING IT HAPPEN
OVERARCHING SECTOR OBJECTIVES AND GOALS
Through a collaborative, iterative process, ESMAP and mini grid industry leaders—including AMDA and development partners—jointly identified five market drivers that will enable the sector to
achieve its universal electrification targets:
• reducing the cost of solar-hybrid mini grids (which the other four market drivers will also support)
• increasing the pace of deployment through a portfolio approach to mini grid development
• providing superior-quality service
• leveraging development partner funding and government investment to crowd in private-sector finance
• establishing enabling mini grid business environments in key access-deficit countries.
Governments can support the industry, with assistance from development partners, including ESMAP,
toward achieving clear and measurable targets for each of the five market drivers that will enable it to
connect 490 million people by 2030. Targets for 2030 include the following:
• reducing the LCOE of mini grid electricity to $0.20/kWh
• building around 1,500 projects per key access-deficit country per year by 2030 and reducing the time it takes
to build a mini grid to five weeks
• providing superior-quality service of more than 97 percent uptime by 2030 and increasing the industrywide
average load factor to 45 percent
• attracting nearly $220 billion of investment from development partners, governments, and the private sector
• raising the average RISE score in the top-20 electricity access-deficit countries to 80 out of 100
Table ES.13 presents the targets for 2020, 2025, and 2030. These targets should not be viewed as the definitive set of targets for every country and mini grid developer. Instead, they are goals that are ambitious but
achievable, that have received support from multiple stakeholders, and that, if achieved, could concretely help
the sector achieve the scale necessary to connect half a billion people by 2030.
The targets presented in table ES.13 are ambitious but achievable if mini grid developers, governments, development partners, and other key stakeholders collectively work toward scaling up mini
grids. Increasing the pace of deployment depends on entrepreneurial innovations, like building portfolios
of mini grids as well as concerted efforts from governments to make it easier for developers to plan, set up,
For more information on sectorwide objectives, see the introduction to Part II of the book.
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TABLE ES.13 Targets for the mini grid industry to achieve by 2020, 2025, and 2030
Target
Objective/indicator

What is measured

2018 Baseline

2020

2025

2030

1. Increase pace of mini grid development
Time from purchase order
to commissioning (weeks)

Cohort of leading private
sector developers

6–12

7

6

5

Time from goods arriving
on site to commissioning
(weeks)

Cohort of leading private
sector developers

6–12

5

4

3

Mini grids per portfolio
per year

Portfolios from rural
electrification agencies,
utilities, private developers,
or industry associations

10–50

> 100

> 250

> 750

Under
preparation

Developed for
solar-hybrid
mini grids

Developed
for solarhybrid and
hydro mini
grids

Developed
for all
renewable
energy mini
grids

90–97 percent
uptime

97 percent
uptime during
promised
availability
times

97 percent
uptime for
24/7
electricity

99 percent
uptime for
24/7
electricity

2. Provide superior-quality service
Industry-wide standard
for minimum technical
specifications

Industry associations

Industry-wide standard
for reliability of electricity
supply

Representative sample
of mini grid developers

Customer satisfaction
(percent)

Representative sample of
mini grid customers

82–84

85

88

90

Average load factor across
the industry (percent)

Representative sample of
mini grid developers

22

25

35

45

3. Establish enabling mini grid business environment in key access deficit countries
Average RISE score for
mini grids framework in
top 20 electricity access
deficit countries

Top 20 electricity access
deficit countries

59

60

70

80

Average Doing Business
Score in top 20 electricity
access deficit countries

Top 20 electricity access
deficit countries

52

55

65

75

1.7: 1

2: 1

5: 1

10: 1

4. Crowd in government and private-sector funding
Ratio of government and
private funding to donor
funding

Cohort of leading
development partners

Ratio of developer
investment to donor
funding

Cohort of leading private
sector developers

7: 1

8: 1

9: 1

10:1

Billions of dollars Invested

Sum of all funding for mini
grids in a country

28

40

93

217

0.55

0.30

0.25

0.20

5. Reduce cost of solar-hybrid energy
Levelized cost of energy
($/kWh)

Average across a cohort
of leading mini grid
developers

Note: A detailed discussion of the underlying analysis for each target is presented in the Introduction to Part II of the main book. kWh =
kilowatt-hour. RISE = Regulatory Indicators for Sustainable Energy.
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and operate mini grid businesses. Mini grid developers can work to provide superior-quality service, but this
will require support from development partners and governments, particularly in increasing the uptake of
income-generating equipment. Development partners and governments will need to crowd in private-sector
investment and establish enabling mini grid business environments in key access-deficit countries. These combined efforts can bring down the cost of mini grid electricity to $0.25/kWh by 2025 and $0.20/kWh by 2030.

STAKEHOLDER SUPPORT
Connecting half a billion people to mini grids by 2030 is a monumental task that requires unprecedented levels of investment, innovation, and commitment from development partners, governments,
and across the mini grid industry. Each stakeholder has a role to play as follows:
• Policy makers can recognize the important role mini grids will play in helping countries achieve electrification
targets. As CrossBoundary Energy recently observed, the private sector deserves a chance to compete in
bringing power to off-grid areas where progress has historically been slow (Davies, Tillard, and Shaw 2018).
Policy makers can leverage the latest geospatial analysis technology to develop national electrification plans
that can guide investment in mini grids, main grid extension, and solar home systems, while at the same time
developing initiatives to promote productive uses of electricity, build human capital, and reduce red tape for
mini grid developers.
• Regulators can adopt a light-handed approach and provide clear guidance in five areas: market entry, retail
tariffs, service standards, technical standards, and arrival of the main grid.
• Development partners can improve coordination on the design and funding of strategic interventions to
crowd in private-sector investment. In addition, they can work with government counterparts to create
enabling environments for mini grids. An important role for the World Bank here is leveraging its RISE
initiative and long-standing economic policy expertise to assess and help improve policies and regulations
that affect mini grid developers and investors. Finally, development partners can help share lessons with the
industry as new knowledge is developed through experience.
• Mini grid developers can work individually and with other developers to achieve two key performance indicators that will help the industry grow at scale: increasing the pace of deployment through a portfolio approach
to mini grid development and providing superior-quality service. Support from development partners and
other stakeholders to crowd in private-sector and government finance and establish enabling mini grid business environments in key access-deficit countries together with entrepreneurial innovation can reduce the
cost of mini grid electricity to $0.25/kWh by 2025 and $0.20/kWh by 2030.
• Industry associations can hold members and stakeholders to account by developing and tracking progress
toward key performance indicators that are linked directly with growing the mini grid sector at scale. This
data-driven approach can lead to effective advocacy with ministries, regulators, suppliers, and financiers.
• Investors can develop financing vehicles that can channel investment—debt, equity, risk-sharing instruments,
and convertible notes—from large and small investors alike into portfolios of mini grids. Providers of microfinance can develop lending instruments that target productive uses of electricity.
• Suppliers can take a longer view of the mini grid industry than what quarterly reporting incentivizes. They can
prepare now, when the market is nascent, for 2025, when the market will be expanding rapidly. Suppliers of
appliances and machines for both household consumption and productive use can forge partnerships with
mini grid developers.
• Researchers can conduct qualitative and quantitative research to fill knowledge gaps and identify statistically
significant causal relationships that can inform investment decisions in mini grids.
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AREAS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
Six areas require further research:
• assessing and comparing the impacts of different policies—particularly economic and electrification policies—on mini grid development and investment; This work can leverage the World Bank’s RISE initiative and
long-standing economic policy research expertise
• collecting data on installed and planned mini grids to inform and improve analyses of the global mini grid
market and detailed mini grid costs
• identifying opportunities to combine mini grids with main grid extensions and/or solar home systems to
develop new business models that leverage combinations of these technologies
• identifying successful business techniques and strategies that will improve mini grid profitability and attract
investment
• assessing and improving policies and the broader business environment that affect mini grids
• identifying proven ways to increase the uptake of income-generating machines and equipment that are
powered by mini grid electricity
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APPENDIX A.
INTRODUCING A COMPREHENSIVE KNOWLEDGE PACKAGE FOR THE
10 BUILDING BLOCKS NEEDED TO SCALE UP MINI GRID DEPLOYMENTS
A decade of experience working with mini grid developers, government officials, investors, experts,
and donor partners has helped the World Bank identify 10 building blocks that need to be in place to
unleash the full potential of mini grid development in each country. Each building block contributes to one
of the five market drivers identified in figure ES A.1. Collectively, the building blocks represent the foundation of
successful national mini grid programs.
The ESMAP Global Facility on Mini Grids has produced a comprehensive knowledge package built
around these 10 building blocks. This package consists of the following information tools:
• a 500-page book, Mini Grids for Half a Billion People: Market Outlook and Handbook for Decision Makers,
which includes this executive summary and is the World Bank’s most comprehensive publication on mini
grids to date
• a volume of annexes to chapters in the main book, which presents additional detailed analyses, methodologies, and deep-dive discussions
• a volume of case studies on the history of mini grids in electric power systems, and mini grid regulations
and subsidies in Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, Kenya, Nigeria, and Tanzania
• more than a dozen PowerPoint presentations highlighting key findings from the main report

Reducing costs
Increasing the pace of deployment
Providing superior quality of service
Crowding in government and private
sector finance
Establishing enabling environments in
key countries
Note: The darker the shading, the more direct the impact a building block is expected to have on a market driver.
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Enabling Business Environment

Workable Regulations

Institutional Framework

Training & Skill Development

Access to Finance

Local & International Industry

Community Engagement

Income-Generating Uses of Electricity

Market drivers of
magnitude changes in scale

Geospatial Portfolio Planning

Building blocks to support
mini grid development at scale

Solar-Hybrid Technology Costing

TABLE ES A.1 Matrix of market drivers and building blocks to support the development of mini grids at scale

• animations, infographics, and videos to present high-level findings to a wide audience
• LiveWires publications that can serve as quick reference guides for World Bank operations teams and other
project implementation partners
• databases of detailed mini grid component and operating costs, installed and planned mini grid projects,
and industry tracking toward key performance indicators
• a roster of experts to provide rapid response support to project implementation
The objective of this comprehensive knowledge package is to present road-tested options and
examples from the frontier of mini grid development in each of the 10 building blocks, which decision
makers can modify and implement to scale up mini grid deployment. The knowledge package provides
actionable, ground-level answers to the question: How can mini grid deployment be scaled up to connect half
a billion people by 2030? By acknowledging different national-level approaches to mini grids and providing
context-specific considerations for implementation, it provides an adaptive approach to helping countries
achieve their electrification targets.
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NOTES
1. Nigeria’s Rural Electrification Agency has identified a market potential of 10,000 mini grids by 2030. The 879
planned mini grids referenced here are those for which specific funding has already been allocated or for which
project-specific details are available in ESMAP’s database of more than 26,000 installed and planned mini grids.
2. The World Bank’s RISE initiative tracks policies and regulations for energy access. For mini grids, RISE tracks
the following indicators: existence of a national program, legal framework for mini grid operation, ability to charge
cost-reflective tariffs, financial incentives, and standards and quality. The latest RISE report and accompanying
data are available at http://rise.worldbank.org/.
3. This report defines access to electricity in accordance with the multitier framework, elaborated in chapter 1 of
the book, (“Why Mini Grids, and Why Now?”).
4. Ghana and Kenya stand out as successes in the pace and rate of electricity access in Sub-Saharan Africa, with
both countries projected to reach universal access to electricity before 2030. At the same time, the region is home
to the 20 countries with the lowest global electrification rates, with Burundi, Chad, Malawi, the Democratic Republic
of Congo electrifying at a rate of less than 1 percent annually between 2010 and 2017. In addition, if current
policies and trends continue, by 2030 80 percent of those remaining without access to electricity in Sub-Saharan
Africa are projected to be from rural areas (while rural populations would represent about 50 percent of the total
population) (World Bank and others 2019).
5. The World Bank’s Multi-Tier Framework (MTF) defines electricity access in terms of tiers of service, ranging from
Tiers 0 to 5. The tiers are based on seven attributes of electricity service, including capacity, service hours, reliability, quality or voltage fluctuations, affordability, legality, and safety. On the basis of these seven attributes, the MTF
assigns any given household to one of the five tiers, where Tier 0 is no meaningful access, Tier 1 is basic lighting
and charging, Tier 2 is the ability to run a few small appliances, Tier 3 is a formal grid connection with limited
service, Tier 4 is a service capable of supporting refrigeration, and Tier 5 is unrestricted continuous service.
6. When calculating LCOE, we used HOMER Pro and real data from the 12 mini grids. We included a number of
assumptions based on prior research and experience, including a 20-year lifetime for the mini grid, a discount rate
of 9.6 percent (consistent with analysis from a variety of sources), inflation of 3 percent, and diesel prices of $1 per
liter. In the ESMAP data set, OPEX was divided into fuel costs, staff costs, and other O&M. Fuel costs were reported
for 7 of the 9 mini grids that had generators; of the mini grids with fuel costs, fuel accounted for only 12.7 percent
of OPEX costs. Staff costs were reported for 17 of the 18 mini grids; for mini grids reporting these staff costs, they
accounted for 76.5 percent of OPEX costs. Staff costs vary radically, from $1,008 to more than $75,000 per
year. Other O&M costs include other expenses incurred to operate and maintain the system.
7. The slight rise in LCOE as load factor (LF) increases from 40 percent to 80 percent in 2030 is a consequence of
the importance of load being coincident with the solar resource. The only way for an 80 percent LF to be achieved
is by adding load in the middle of the night. But this, in turn, requires that more electricity be cycled through a
battery, incurring both increased costs from the need to invest in increased storage, as well as the electrical losses
inherent in charging and discharging a battery. That is to say, for solar-hybrid mini grids with low-price solar generation (as is the case particularly for mini grids in 2030, when the price of solar panels has decreased significantly
while the price of diesel has remained relatively unchanged), maximizing load coincidence with solar resource
can be more important than maximizing load factor.
8. Note that the costs indicated here are ex-factory prices. Actual prices in-country may vary and depend on import
duties, value-added tax, shipping, and other clearance costs. The payback periods were calculated assuming a
tariff of $0.75/kWh and considering conservative assumptions for machine efficiency and output.
9. Lithium-ion batteries are likely the future choice for many mini grids because of their lower lifetime costs, higher
lifecycle, robust response to deep discharge, and hot-weather performance. PV module: At levelized costs competitive with conventional power plants, demand for zero-emission solar farms will remain strong, driving demand and
pushing scale-related cost reductions. PV inverters: Used in mini grids, these are similar (in many cases identical)
to those used in commercial grid-connected installations, which are growing by about 40 percent a year. Battery
inverters: Synergies with electric vehicle motor drives and other power electronics will continue to lower costs.
Lead-acid batteries: The technology is largely developed, but the industry makes small improvements every year.
For example, carbon added to the negative electrode will reduce sulfation and increase charge rates. Smart meters:
Competition among prepayment metering manufacturers and increasing scale will allow development costs to
be spread over a larger product base.
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10. Rather than a definitive number, this analysis is designed to understand the relative profit potential among
different mini grid value chain stakeholders. Such an analysis can be used to determine the viability of establishing
business lines focused on the mini grid market. The data reflect the profit potential after all variable production and
manufacturing costs are taken into consideration. Detailed assumptions on the cost and manufacturing margins
are documented in the annex to chapter 7 of the main book.
11. While the mini grid regulations in Tanzania are some of the most advanced in Africa, issues concerning implementation and enforcement, as well as elements within the regulations themselves, have recently restricted private-sector
investment in mini grids.
12. The importance of tailoring the community engagement approach to the local context was emphasized in an
interview with Havenhill Synergy Ltd., a Nigerian mini grid developer operating several solar-hybrid mini grids in
the Kwali and Kuje local government areas of Nigeria.
13. Local banks typically raise their funds from short-term deposits, so providing long-term loans (a bank’s assets)
to developers while their deposits (liabilities) are for shorter periods would create an unacceptable asset–liability
mismatch.
14. On average, CAPEX accounted for about 65 percent and OPEX for about 35 percent of the fully cost-recovering
tariff.
15. ESMAP collected data from proprietary data sets from three leading market research firms—Navigant Research,
Bloomberg New Energy Finance, and Infinergia—as well as World Bank surveys of mini grid operators. It also
conducted extensive desk research and interviews.
16. In all scenarios, the cost per connection assumes 4.9 people per connection, which is the average number of
people per connection across the 7,500 planned mini grids in ESMAP’s database.
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